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Abstract:
Ihis study of supervised practice in agriculture was conducted in order to discover the factors which
lead to better farm practice programs, A survey of thirty-three vocational agriculture departments
within the State was made, using data contributed by the instructors and the reports on file in the State
department of Vocational Agricultural Education, These thirty-three departments were rated as
superior. average, or poor according to the efficiency of their supervised farm practice program.

She study reveals the characteristic a of the vocational agriculture program, the results of supervised
farming, the instructor's philosophy toward vocational agriculture* the procedures used by instructors
in launching boys in practice programs, and the purpose and aim of supervision, Comparisons were
made between the superior and poor groups of instructors as to practices and policies employed in
launching their programs* Poor practices were used by both groups* The superior group used a number
of procedures which are believed to account in part for the superior results* Some methods for
improving the supervised practice program are recommended, These include a more careful selection
of instructors* assistance from State authorities in drawing up a course of study for the particular
locality, and more constructive supervision of the entire program, A form has been devised for
evaluating the supervised practice program based on results attained over a long-time period* The use
of such reports as are now available would provide valuable material for further research in supervised
farming as well as in other phases of agricultural education. 
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flAgricultwe is an art which m i l  enrich those who diligently 

practice it  ̂provided they understand it) M t  if they do not 

understand it. It matters not how liard they may labor at it, 
it leaves them in poverty."

=>-”Xenophon
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TSg STJPERVXSEP PRACTISE PROGRAM #  TOCATIOEAL 

AGRICULTURE IR MOITAHA

ABSTRACT- -

This study of supervised pr&etice in agriculture was- conducted in or
der to discover the factors which lead to Letter farm practice programs*

A survey of thirty-three vocational agriculture departments within 
the State was Jnades.. using -data contributed Ly the instructors and the re
ports on file in the State Department of Vocational, Agricultural Education* 
These thirty-three departments were rated as superior,, Aterages or poor 
according to the efficiency of their supervised farm practice program-.

The study reveals the characteristics' of -the vocational agriculture 
program* the results of-supervised farming* the instructor's philosophy 
toward vocational agriculture* the procedures used- Ly instructors in 
launching hoys in practice programs, and the purpose and aim of super
vision, Oomparisons were made between the superior and poor groups of 
instructors- as to practices and policies- employed in launching their 
programs*. Poor practices were used by both-groups. The' superior group 
used, a number of procedures which are believed to account in part for 
the superior results,

.Some methods for improving the supervised practice program are recom
mended, These include a more careful selection of instructors* assistance, 
from State authorities in drawing,up a course of study for the particular 
locality* and more constructive supervision of the entire program, A form 
has been devised for evaluating the supervised practice program based on 
results attained over a long-time period.

The use of such reports as are now available would -provide valuable 
material for further research in supervised farming as well -as in other 
phases of agricultural education.
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The purpose of this study is to discover specific teacher procedures 

which are effective in getting vocational agriculture .students started in 

an adequate program of supervised practice* In this study the character* 

i sties of supervised practice programs will be. analysed^ a method of evalu

ating them will be developed, and recommendations made for future improve

ments*

Ihe aim.of vocational agriculture is. "to train present and prospective 

farmers for proficiency in farming," I/ The first specific objective in the 

attainment of this aim is to make a beginning and to advance in farming. 

Training is given in the production of plants and animals, in the use of 

machinery and mechanical devices, in the activities involved in marketing, 

in the procedures of farm management and finance, and in the conservation 

of soil and other natural resources.

Supervised farm practice is an important phase of this program, since 

it is the chief means, by which the training is brought to the doing level 

in a roal-lifo occupational setting*

Supervised farm practice has been employed for many years in schools 

giving farmer training* In Eassachusottai, at the beginning of the century, 

a program including "home projects" was developed with rural high school 

students of agriculture mainly under the leadership of Rufus J* Stimeoa of 

the Massachusetts State Board of Bducation9 With the spread of courses in 

general agriculture throughout the country, many efforts were made to get

Izr "Bducaildnal Objoetdyei^^
21, 1940 IJ0S9 Office of Education, Washington, B, O9



students to carry the instruction of the classroom into practice with a 

small farm enterprise of their omr-«a pig, a few chickens a calf, a berry 

patch, etc, Ihis was the beginning of the program now termed supervised 

farm practice in the United. States* There were numerous county agrloul*' 

tural high schools in many states of the Union, notably Minnesota, Wis

consin, Uorth Dakota, which had some facilities for farm practice under 

direction of the teachers in the school, Some time around 1910, these 

high schools flourished at their height, and about this time the students 

were encouraged to carry on some sort of farm practice at their homes 

during the summers. Often these farm practices were in the nature of 

general improvements rather than home projects owned and managed by the 

student. This development has also contributed to the present program 

of supervised farm practice, •

These forms of supervised practice were given further emphasis after 

the passage of the Smith-Iiughes Act in 1917» This Congressional act 

appropriating money to stimulate the teaching of vocational subjects 

specified that training in agriculture must be supplemented by "at least 

six months of directed or supervised farm practice"* The home farm 

provement program was stimulated somewhat-by regulations sponsored by 

the Federal Board for Vocational Education in which the farm student kept 

a complete and detailed record of all transactions taking place in the 

home farm business. These records were often made the basis for the in

struction given in the. school# The home project was not directly spon

sored nor even readily approved by the Federal Board for Vocational 

Education in its early years. However, the movement toward home projects
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gained considerable headway among certain superTl sore and teacher trainers* •
notably in the States of Illinois and Massachusetts,, and among many able

'

teachers who recognised .it as a Tre-Itmble teaching derioa#' By 1622* the home 

project, was recognized as the most desirable form of farm practice* while 

home farm improvement received little emphasis from leaders in, the field 

and little application by instructors or students generally® By 1950* the 

Federal Board had approved four types of supervised practice* (I) places 

ment for farm experience * (g) a program of Supplementary farm skills* (S) 

improvement projects or home farm improvement programs* and (d) the owner

ship project or "home project"®,
■ .'* . ■ - . ■ •

During the next ten years* leaders in the fields-local teachers* 

supervisors# and specialists- in the Office of Educ at I on- -began to realize 

that a suitable combination of several of these forms of supervised prac

tice was most desirable for the majority of farm students# Au Individual 

farming program under ideal conditions would include several, ownership 

projects planned over a period of years*, a program of improvement projects' 

for the home farm*, farm skills* and occasional placement for farm experi

ence o. Such a program would give a boy considerable investment in live*’ 

stock* seed# machinery and equipment* and some cash by the- time he had 

finished a four-year all-day Course* It would -give him managerial and 

manipulative experience needed in the occupation and shorten the period 

during which he must work as a farm hand or m  Unrecognised partner in 

the. business of the home farm#

In more recent years* improved methods of farm, practice- have been 

developed by many able teachers in various parts of the country0„ In
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recent years,, there has been a revival of the school farm and of group 

productive enterprises carried on directly under the supervision of the 

instructor* similar to the program, of the early county agricultural high 

school Sd Horae farm mechanics and farm- engineering projects as an essen

tial phase of the farmer training program have been recent developments*

A survey of state plans and regulations from various states indicates 

that there is still a lack of unified thinking as to the nature of these 

programs in supervised -practice and greater variance still in the teacher 

procedures recommended for carrying them out* The States of Hexv Hampshire* 

Minnesota* Oregon* Ioxf a* Texas* and other states have attempted to pioneer 

in certain procedures which would place- emphasis upon one or more of these 

forms of supervised practice» The State of Texas once had a supervisor1s 

regulation that each boy must carry three home projects* which promptly 

broke down because it was not feasibly* A former state supervisor in the 

State of Montana recommended a program of home farm improvement which Was 

based on poor psychology and resulted in considerable confusion and, negli« 

gibie results» It had become evident by 1940 that certain objectives were 

desirable but there was no evidence that the procedures for handling 

groups were efficient.. The extent to which emphasis should be placed on 

various phases of the program has not been determined. Such a weakness 

was pointed out in the report of the Presidents Advisory Oommittee (the 

so-called Reeves Oommittee) Sj/ which held that methods of evaluating 

results had not been developed.

Partly as a result of the report of the Reeves Committee and because 

there was a previously recognised need for ©valuation studies* a (Wnlttee

February*. ISSB3 Superintendent of Documents* Washington*. D= Cp



of the Americazi Vocational Association^ assisted by specialists from the 

Office of Education5 attempted a research project in evaluation which 

would coyer ton per cent of the vocational agriculture departments in the 

United States, Shis ©valuation attempted to measure results both by f&o* 

tual data as to outcomes* and by determining procedures end practices used 

by teachers in various phases of the farmer training program, Sinoe pub

lication of early results of this research study (which is not yet.com

plete), the form for evaluation has been severely criticised as to method 

by many loaders in the field. It is questionable whether this first 

'study will give a sound means of evaluation of results or justification 

for certain specific procedures commonly used. This holds true for 

supervised practice0

Methods of evaluation of farm practice programs for local school de

partments and for speeifie individuals in training have not been Worked 

out satisfactorily. They are needed by instructors* supervisors* and 

teacher trainers.

Very little study has been made of practices and procedures used by 

instructors in launching and supervising the home farm project program 

for boys. Since more definite objectives have gradually evolved* author

ities believe that our next step in investigation in agricultural educa

tion is in the evaluation of results and perfection of techniques for 

obtaining desirable ends,

Definitions of Terms Used

The definition of the types of supervised practice will be those 

used by the State Department of Agricultural Education in Montana,
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ProdueMve Euterprise9- A  'business venture for profit Usually 

limited to a production cycle in a farm enterprise,

Improvement Projects A  project intended to increase appreciably 

the real estate value of the farm, or to improve 'the efficiency of the 

faming business* It is usually of greater scope than either a "job" 

or an "improved practice", for example, improving the swine enterprise,- 

beautifying the- farmstead, or keeping a set of farm records*

Supplementary Earn Practice. Practice Miish has as its purpose the 

development of ability in certain jobs and practices carefully selected 

by the teacher in conference with the student. These jobs or practices 

are more restricted in scope than improvement projects, for example, 

culling the poultry flock, treating wheat for smut, or dipping sheep* 

Placement for F a m  Experience* Placement on a farm of a student 

vdio is lacking in farm experience, or' transfer of a student who has too 

limited facilities on his home farm to a suitable farm. The placement 

of such students on farms and the follow-up of their programs on these 

farms is one responsibility of the teacher of agriculture*

Class Project* That project conducted by the entire class in Vo= 

cational agriculture for developing managerial and financial responsi

bility as well as production®

Group Project* That project conducted cooperatively by two or more 

boys* They may arrange to share expenses and then to divide the profits*
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MtzeIi of the literatm*e of vocational agnldulture has heon. devoted 

to .sttperti Sed f a m  practice This section reviews briefly the policies ■ 

of federal and state, agencies,, the legislative provisions,, the opinions 

Of authorities, and, the results of pertinent investigations of sttper-r 

vised faiming programs* The major objectives of vocational education 

In agriculture ns d r a w  up by a Cctomittee from the American Vocational 

Association and the Federal Board for Vocational Bduoation in September^,, 

1929,. ares

I 0-, Making & beginning and advancing in faiming^

S0. produce farm commodities efficiently*,.

S*. Market farm products advantageously.*.

4*,- Manage & farm business*.

5«- Conserve soil and other' natural resources*- !
S*y Maintain a favorable environment*^

In agricultural education programs,.' the development of abilities, 

depends upon individuals having real situations on the fazw in order to 

develop sound judgment and clear cut modes of action*, The attainment 

of the objectives, requires that there be a definite relationship betmaeu 

the course of study and the supervised farming program of individuals* 

T M  individual supervised farming program is recognised as the best 

method for training the students in the practices and procedures of 

the many farm jobs related to the specific farm enterprise*
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Federal authorities in charge of the administration of vocational 

education in agriculture have listed some additional principles under

lying effective supervision, for hoys enrolled in vocational agriculture 

classeso §/

I6 There must he a definite coordination of the supervised practice 

and the instruction in the classroom*

S6 The supervised practice should he of such a nature as will allow 

it to he coordinated with the supervised practice of succeeding years*

3t> The supervised practice should he of such a nature as will open 

a field for the study of now problems0

4» The supervised practice should he of such a scope and nature as 

jIvill enable the pupil to secure experience in management & marketing, 

financingj, farm bookkeeping, and manipulative skills*

0» The supervised practice should offer good prospects for finan

cial return*

6» The supervised practice should he selected for the first year on 

such a basis as will permit its being continued throughout the entire vo

cational experience of the pupil6 This does not mean the pupil should 

not start anything new the second year or in .succeeding years, hut that 

the work started each year should he continued in the succeeding years* 

This applies particularly to ownership projects*

7o The supervised practice should be so conducted that at the con

clusion of the school Work, the ex-pupil will continue from the level of 

accomplishment Which was reached as a vocational agriculture pupil*

w  Supervise^' Farm Practice’̂ laming. Bulletin 1 # %  W 6S6 Office of"
Education, Washington, D6 C6, dune, 1932»
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8« The super-vised practice should -include work with one or more of 

the major enterprises in the farming occupation which the pupil expects 

to entero

Legislation

The national Vocational Education (Smith-Hughea) Act was passed and 

approved Pehruary 83* 191?» 4/ It provided federal funds to he used for 

the betterment and advancement of training in agriculture in secondary 

schools, and provided that schools meeting certain standards and quali

fications for work should ho reimbursed for part of the instructors 

salary* Its purpose was to educate youth for useful employment, The 

education should be less than college grade* and it should he designed 

to meet the needs of persons over fourteen years of age who have entered 

or who are preparing to enter farming. It was designed especially to 

provide practical education for the students who want agricultural train

ing in addition to their academic courses*

Supplementary to the Smith*Hughes Act was the George-Beed Act* 5/ 

covering a period of five years, 1989 to 1984* which provided for the 

further development of vocational education in the states and terri* 

torles by increasing the appropriation for agricultural education#

The Beorge-Ellsey Act* _8/ which was also a supplementary Iaw^ 

covered a period of three years from 1984 to 1987, and furthered•the 

development of vocational education in the states and territories*., 

""j^Hpublie HoT"3W'

8̂ / Public Ho* 702 Seventieth Gongress S0 178 

$/ Public Ho* 248 Seventy-second Congress H*R0 7009
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Due to the increasing demand felt for vocational agricultural training 

in the United States and her Territoriess the George-Deen Act of June 8*

1936»?/ provided for the further development of vocational education in the 

several states and territories and also provided for the appropriation of 

the sum of 12 million dollars for the fiscal year beginning July Ij 1937-j> 

and the same amount annually thereafter 5 it provided that the several states 

and territories shall be required to match from state or local funds or both;

50 per cent of this appropriation, and match an additional 10 per cent of 

this amount each year until June 30, 1946, and annually thereafter 100 per 

cent®

Because of its comparative newness# the program in vocational agri

culture is not generally well understood except in communities where the work 

has been carried on successfully for several years. One phase of the voca

tional agricultural program which is little understood by the people Is the 

supervised farming practice. The aim of this farm program is to put into 

practice fundamental farming principles. The Smith-Hughes Act made definite 

provisions for this part of the program. Section 10 of the act reads, 

that such schools shall provide for directed or supervised practice in agri

culture either on a farm provided for by the school or other farm, for at 

least six months per year." Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of 

the Act, each student must carry on supervised practice upon a farm, cover

ing a period of at least .six months of each year.

The Montana plan for Vocational Agricultural Education states 8/ «, » . .

"" ' 7 /  lNitiiic”H6»'' 673"Beven^y^fowth ' Congress, ''g "g'"1'

8/ "Vocational Education Manual for Montana— State Plans for Vocational' 
Education." Department of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana, 1937-1942, p.34*
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"that the .most satisfactory supervised farming activities are those which are 

conducted on the home farm." These activities will offer experience in the

occupations under the conditions of the occupation,, and. rail be on a constant** 

Iy expanding basis ̂ which points definitely toward establishment in farming 

at the conclusion of the systematic Instruction in vocational agriculture»

Authorities and Inveatigations

Present concepts of tho authorities and investigators on complete super-* 

vised farming programs' show the necessity for relationship between the pro-* 

grams and subsequent placement* Investigations of supervised farming have 

been made in several states and have dealt primarily with the relationship 

between the supervised farming programs and placement in farming.

H« K. Harain pointed out in 1934 that supervised farming had generally 

been confined to one project per boy* 9/ The supervised farming program is 

gradually being broadened to include training and experience in many enter

prises . l‘c is noxv considered by many as a period when the boy progresses by 

experience and accumulation of capital stock through the steps that lead into 

the farming occupation.

Iattig and Bingham, believe that the vocational agriculture instructors

who fail to make use of project records are missing a great opportunity for

fulfilling one of the major vocational agriculture objectives, 10/ Records

offer opportunities for the comparison of results from similar projects and

help to stimulate the discussions and study of many of the related problems
" ^/^HTlir^TkimliTr^^^hilosophy 'of "super^oeed^rac^ceg ̂ ^girlcul^wal
Education Magaeiine5 Mo. 6, 1934, P» 104«.

TO/H, E. Lattig and Bingham, "Utilizing project records to Stimulate 
Interest and Provide problems for Class Work", Agricultural Education Iaga- 
Siine, Mo. 4, 1931 ■> p. 44,
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grovnng out of the project records,,'

In a series og conferences held in Wisconsin in. 1940 by Ivan Fay, it was- 

agreed that; ■ (I) present programs of supervised farming leaye much to be de

sired, (2) one objective that appeals to the boy is the probability of making 

money, (3) each boy should carry out at least four activities that could be 

called improvement or supplementary projects,, and (4) in the final analysis 

the success of the supervised practice program, depends more on the teacher 

than on the boy., ll/

Another development in recent years has been, the long-time program., A. Mo 

Field has recommended a long-time farm planning program in Minnesota which has 

been adopted by other states* 12/ It is a . combination of ownership projects 

and improvement projects planned and carried, out over a period of five years 

or.more* it la desirable for students who take more than one year of vo

cational' agriculture.. The long-time plan offers possibilities for influ

encing many enterprises on the farm which require, a long time for effective 

completion* ^Field believes that the project becomes a. part of the long-time 

program.* He also believes that there are certain essential features of the 

long-time plan* They are,.? (I) several.,enterprises involved., (2) no time 

■limit set for completion,: (3) the entire farm becomes the basis of study so 

that better learning and farming activities are possible,* Many states now- 

have similar objectives toward the supervised, farming program, in its eventual 

establishment of the boy.

- n /  Ivan^Fays Depends dh the Teacher1̂. Agricultural Education Maga-^ 
%ine, No* 5, 1940s p* 90.

12/ A* M* Field, "The long-time Plan for Farm Practice", Agricultural 
Sducation Magazine, No* 4* 1932, p. 181.-
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So- Sutherland 15/ compared the auper-vised program of the early 

8S-O8S With that of 1939# In the first place„ they were not fap&ing pro— 

gramsj they were "progecW^ Single enterprises* Quite Oomonly6 they 

were changed each year in which the boy was enrolled in roeational agri

culture, They were of small scope* BtepMsis was placed on financial re

turn s# Every boy selected a project with little guidance from the in#- 

Structor npr thought >3 to why he was carrying it* It was a federal- 

requirement— that was enough^ Ihe projects were inadequately planned 

or not planned at all, Ihe word "analysis" was merely a term used by 

supervisors^ These projects disappeared into thin dir when, the boy 

graduated from high school* Sutherland believes the picture is now 

different*. There are supervised faming programs# more or less intelli

gently ,selected#, adequately planned# and efficiently conducted* Panning 

programs are commercially sound# planned pu a long-time basis and expanded 

as the pupil becomes better able to accept responsibility® It appears 

that supervised farming has arrived at the place that was talked about in 

the late fSO4Se He'believes that if the objectives and ideals of today 

be right# ws need have little fear for tomorrowfs accomplishments,,.

Sutherland concluded that the interests and accomplisiments of, 

students enrolled in Idie first year course in vocational agriculture 

depend largely upon the teacher* Mn c e  the average student# upon en«* 

rolling in vocational agriculture  ̂knows little about the facilities and 

objectives of the department# it is the teacher's job to familiarise 

each student with,all phases of the department. If the teacher is to

15/' g/ %  *' Suther I a n S T ^ M  FdrSini^^ ..
Tomorrow"# Agricultural Education lagasine# ho-, 10# 1939# p* 3,90#
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interest the' student in the supervised practice program^ he will touch 

each hoy to recognise the types of farming on which the farmers of the 

community are dependents

Ihe practices used by various instructors may depend upon the needs 

of the individual boy0 Ihe approach is obviously different because each 

individual’s needs differ* T, -Ge Martin li/ found that the need for money 

is the purpose behind most projects* Ihe approach is to get the boy to 

determine the amount of money needed for project investment^ for personal 

expenses, and for savings® Martin found it is important to help the boy 

develop a plan for spending his money wisely*

Prom a study in Eew York, Ih ¥* M a m S  15/ found that of ninety-five 

instructors surveyed, there were seventy-seven vsio discussed supervised 

farming before school started as a means of interesting the boy in his 

supervised farming program* Other methods used by instructors to create 

interest were i

I* Class visitation to projects*

B9 Magazines and newspapers*.

Se Exhibits of projects at fairs*

4* Distribution of literature*

5* Letters to parents explaining the program*

Be M* Clark, 16/ Hichigen State. Supervisor, believes that supervised 

practice work which includes productive enterprises,, improvement projects,

14? V*' d'* Martin, '1rEWrhing"^d tSpending- PhaseS-jOf ̂ "
Agricultural Education Magazine, Ho* 2, 1930, p* 27«

IS/'W p W* Adams, ’’Launching of Vocational Agriculture into Supervised 
Farming11, Thesis— Library Cornell University, Ithaca, Eew York, 1951,

16/ B» H» Clark, ”Comprehensive Farzoing Program, and Instructional, ' 
Planning1’, Agricultural Education Magazine, Ho* 2, 1939, p* SI*
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and Guppleaentary skills that are based directly on the needs of the boys8' 
home farms tvill provide the best kind of stimulus for learning,

The boys enrolling in voeational agriculture, in many instances have 

elected to take the course without an understanding of the requirements 

Many of these boys have no interest in agriculture as a vocation and do 

not plan to farm. Some boys, regardless of their interests, do not have 

and cannot obtain necessary facilities for supervised farming,

C 0 Lc Mondart 17/ found that in Louisiana 31 per cent of the schools 

allowed the students to enroll in agriculture with no knowledge of the 

requirements of the course, He further stated* 11Adainietrators of Tocaw 

tional Agriculture, according to law, are legally and morally obligated 

to exclude boys not having the required facilities from classes of voca* 

tional agriculture, Shis necessarily implies the selection for training 

only those boys who desire, need, and have facilities for profiting by 

the instruction,11

There have been several articles written by leaders in vocational 

agriculture who believe that, although selection is necessary, there are 

many boys interested in agriculture that do not have facilities for carry-* 

lug projects. If these boys are to be enrolled in vocational agriculture, 

they should be provided with facilities for farming, Carl Howard, 18/ 

who has been a supervisor in several western states, believes from M s  

experience that a boy can not really learn to farm without practical ex** 

parlance in farming to supplement his school training,

" '!^/''dZLT I o n d a ^
Vocational Agriculture", Agricultural Education Magazine, So, I, 1941, 
p, 14,

18/ Carl Howard, "Teaching Activities in Supervised Farming", Agri- • 
Cultural Education Magazine, Tol6 XIII, 1040, So, I p, 8, Ho, 2 p, 2$,
Ho, 3 p, 48,
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For years authorities in agrioultural education h a w  stressed planning 

of the individual6 s supervised farming program. Many farming programs fail 

hecauso definite plans for their execution were not worked out in advance0 

Tho plans as. first drafted trill he general in character and will include 

those problems that are obvious to the boy* Following the general planfl. 

there gradually evolves the worthwhile details of a workable plan for 

procedure*

L* M 0 gasman 19/ suggests that a list of abilities a farmer needs to 

have should be determined^ The boy cannot build his program from the prac

tices that he has not mastered, g, C, Hagill ZO/ emphasises that it is im

portant that the boy understands the purpose and loaows the standard in plan

ning in order to arrange his own program well, As an aid in developing, the 

boy$s understanding of how to plan* Sweaney 21/ found in a study of 24 de

partments in Ioivajl that there were several devices that assisted the boy,.

He lists them as follows;

1» Making a budget,

2, Analyse completed project records for experience»

3, Hse of boy's previous records as a guide,

4, Make additions to the plan as the project progresses,,

***" 19/"L,' 'm , SasmanSnpervi sed/pyaotiee "
Education Magaainep Ho-, 5a 1932, p, 370

2o/ B= C, Magillp "Planning Supervised Farxa Practice"* Agricultural 
Education Magazine* Ho, 6* ISSS9 p, 57=

21/ Ho P, Sweaney9 "Factors Contributing Toward Superior Programs 
of Farm Practice", Master*s Thesis, Library Ames9, low., 1988*
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From the many studies that have been Initiated3- authorities are at 

the opinion that there is room for improvement, in the planning procedure 

as used by teachers of vocational agricultureo It is known that definite 

plans expedite and simplify all programs of work*

Finance is an ever present problem in all departments, for all proj

ects 3 and among all boys* littch of the financial aid given boys to develop 

their supervised farming program is supplied by the parents* In an invest 

tigation conducted by Streaney 22/ it was found that the boys8 parents con

stituted the greatest single source of financial aid, He found that 50 

per cent were financed by the parents and 50 per cent of the beys financed 

their own projects, Gibson 23/ states $ llIf the boy is to receive worth

while training in financing projects with parent cooperation, the follow

ing steps and teaching procedures are suggested: I, careful analysis of 

the proposed project enterprise be made  ̂2, a complete project budget be 

prepared by the boy; 5, the boy presents the budget for consideration and 

approval5 4, instructor in conference with the boy approves the budget;

5, the boy presents the budget to his parents; 6, instructor, boy, and 

parents together finally agree upon the financial status;: 7, boy draws up 

a financial agreement; 8* instructor and boy check up on costs and income 

through use of records,”

22/  ''h ',.'"' F t ' p/eaney, ̂ ^!oriTOoStri^^
in Farm Practice in Iowa”,, Vocational Agricultural Department, Master*s 
Ihesis5 1938, Library Ames, Iowa,

23/ E, He Gibson, "Developing Ability to Finance a Farm Husinessfl3. 
Agricultural Fdueatlon Magagine5 Ho, T3 1940, p„ 128,
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Of what value are records is a question asked by many boys doing account

ing» The uses of planning budgeting and financing are becoming more important 

every day. Changing conditions have made farmers conscious of record keeping 

in order to meet government requirements. The Agricultural Adjustment Adminis

trations Farm Seeurity2 and many others are insisting on some form of record. 

How more than ever will accounting be required, 0» 0, Aderhold .24/ believes 

that, with the lowering of exemption in income taxes, more farmers will have to 

keep records* Many teachers report greater success than ever before in super

vising the starting programs of accounting and interpretation.

Supervision of the boy’s farming program is a major problem of vocational 

agriculture teachers. The supervision given the boy must contribute to the 

manipulative skills and the managerial abilities of the boy. It is generally 

conceded that more boys are given charge of manual labor, but often not al

lowed to-make decisions of managerial,practices. Experience has proved that, 

for the best results, the boy must be frequently visited and carefully super

vised, Even the best and most reliable students•may prove disappointing if 

the supervision is neglected, 0-, 0, Cook 25/ gives these reasons for in

structor’s visiting the boy frequently: I. the boy needs the instructor’s 

interest and encouragement> 2, the teacher must suggest scientific and practi

cal measures for the boy to follow! 3* he must win the confidence and respect 

of the parents! 4» the boy must be checked to see that he keeps accurate

24/'p;':0« Acleriiold-T^Scorflel %x"and'Tarm"Eecords"2% ^ i c & t w 2 ^ d U -  
cation Magagine2 Ho, 9? 1942s p, I63,

25/ So 0, Oook2 Handbook of Teaching Vocational Agriculture^ Publisher 
Interstate 19382 p, 263,
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records^ and carrying out the plans for M s  farm practice work."

In an investigation conducted by B. H. King 26/ it was found that the 

greatest difference between high and. low ranking departments was in the num-* 

her of hours spent in the supervision of the boys' projects.. The hours spent 

in supervising the projects were 297 for the high ranking departments and 182 

for the low. The comparative number of hours per boy m s  7<4 for the high 

departments and 5*8 for the low. King further revealed that the high ranking 

departments had more boys enrolled as well as more hours spent in visitations 

per boy.

Authorities believe as Dickinson 27/ has stated that project supervision 

is the weakest link in the vocational agricultural program. The aims as he 

sees them are? I. to see that records are kept, .2» to teach, 3. to see that 

the students follow the plan, and 4» to check the progress of the boy.

Garl Howard 28/ stated that the teacher should remember that his re

sponsibility for keeping in close touch with his students is a  continuing 

and never-ending job.

The success of the supervised fanning program for any particular year is 

not the only measure for the program. The real measure of effectiveness is 

the number of former students.engaged in farming,

”* / 'King/l1''"Supervision of' pro jectsT' and Rating of Departments" ,
Agricultural Education Magaaine3 Mo, 5, 1933, P» 168,

2?/ 8« Dickinson, "Supervised Practice in Vocational Agriculture", 
Agricultural Education Magasine3 Mb. 3, 1933, p. 106»

28/ Carl Howard, "Supervision Records", Agricultural Education Magagine3
«o. 7, 1939, p. 130.
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E. A* Egan 29/ found that the type of agricultural program, the instruct 

tors have;, and follow-up has in the past had the greatest influence on the 

placement of young men in farming®

Ho Wo Gregory 30/ believed that the evaluation of vocational education.. 

in agriculture is placement in farming. He lists three criteria as the basis; 

"le find and evaluate the opportunities to get into farmings 2. find what 

young men have to have with which to get into farming; and $, find and im

plement a way for these young men wanting to farm to get what they have to 

have to get in,"

As C. H. Allen 31/ puts It5 "many people are concerned with the by

product of supervised farming rather than the main product'which is a well-' 

trained competent farm boy"®

The problem before authorities today is how may the effectiveness Of 

supervised farming be measured. The measuring devices' are varied. G. He 

Deyoe 32/ states that "evaluation should provide information for laymen and 

others which m i l  lead to a more balanced viewpoint of the outcomes.. For 

the teacher as well as the student5 self-evaluation, as well as evaluation 

by other persons, has an important place. 'Opportunities should be provided 

for both approaches.“

' " 29/'I.''''i.. Egan, "Efficiency of vdcationa%" Agric S h ^ u c t i ^ ^ i h ' '
Montana", Masters- Thesisjt Montana State College'Library, 1940

30/ R» W» Gregory, "Vocational Education' in 'Agriculture is Placement",
Agricultural Education Magaainejl Ho, IQs- 1940, p. 192»

■ ' -

. 31/ 0» Re Allen, "Getting Educational Value out of Supervised Practice", 
Agricultural Education Magazine, No. 3,, 1930, p®. 60,

32/ G» P. Deyoe, "Evaluating Outcomes of Superior Farm Programs," Agri
cultural Education Magazine, No. Bf 1942, p. 146
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Heana of evaluating have been and are being tried based on results j, pro

cedures, and principleso In California, an evaluation v/as made based on the 

results obtained in each department» This nas then used as the basis for re*- 

imbursing the school from federal and state funds appropriated for that pur

pose*

The American Vocational Association cooperating t.dth the United States 

Office of Education is attempting a research project in evaluating ten per 

cent of the vocational agriculture departments In the United States* This 

evaluation is based primarily on procedures and practices used by the teachers* 

This study has been criticised by many authorities mainly because the study 

was based on procedures used rather than results obtained*

Another form of evaluating is suggested by G 9 A* Schmidt Jj?/ based on 

the observance of basic principles of vocational education relating to the 

philosophy of "doing to Iearnlf6 He has listed, sixteen standards covering 

the vocational education program in a general way* Each principle is allowed 

from aero to ten points depending upon the value of the standard in the par

ticular situation being evaluated.=

H 6 Ho Hamlin 34/ believes that much of the program planning has been 

weak because the programs have dealt with procedures ignoring the objectives 

of the program* He further states "that objectives, programs, and evalu

ation must be studied together or all will be unsound"0

337'Q1̂  At’ S o t a B i d t T Vocational Education "in Agriculture"/ 
The Century Company, Hew York, 1928, p* 297

34/ Ho Mo Hamlin, "Planning and Evaluating in Agriculture Education", 
Agricultural Education Magazine, Ho, 10, 19AL9 p, 206
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Studies in Montana

The studies and investigations made in Montana' on vocational agriculture 
have dealt primarily with placement- in farming and farm mechanics with special 

work being done on methods and procedures. In 1940, B, A. Egan conducted 

an investigation on the “Efficiency of Vocational Agriculture in Montana” „

This study dealt primarily with the placement of boys in farming,

He suggested some principles to consider in the improvement of the super
vised practice program,

I, The supervised practice program must be adapted to the home and com-* 
munity,

2» Projects should be selected after the boy has decided upon the type 
of farming he wishes to follow,

3« The program should be planned on a long time- basis,

A, Planning must be accurate,

5, It must be of large enough scope,

6, Records must be kept on the entire farming program of the boy,

7, Interpretation of the records must be made to give record keeping 
any value.

In 1940, an investigation was made, by J8 ¥, Welker on “The Montana 

P a m  Mechanics Program in Vocational Agriculture”, This study revealed that 

the farm mechanics program needs greater attention to planning and appli

cation to the particular locality in which the department is located. If a 

program is to be fully justified, it must include a study of the important

A g r i c u l t w ^  in
Montana”S Masters Thesis, Montana State College library, 19469 p* 58

36/ J= ¥» Welker, “The Farm Mechanics Program in Montana,” Masters 
ThesisA Montana State College library, 1941, p» 49
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farm enterprises in the area it serves and the instructor must make it fit 

the needs of the area.

An investigation was conducted by D, L» MacDonald 37/ in 1939 suggest-1 

ing some 11Beeded Improvements in the Montana Vocational Agriculture Program11®

The investigation dealt with what the fathers of boys in vocational agri

culture believe should be taught. The study revealed that the fathers vent 

their sons taught the practical farm jobs with an adequate follow-up to the 

home farm.

There were two studies made in 1937» 38/ and 39/on supervised farming- 

one dealt with the long-time planning and the other with teaching plans for 

project work, . The materials were worked out by members of the class in super

vised practice during the summer session in July., 1937®

The class believed that not enough attention has been given to the 

planningg selection, and analyzing of the supervised farming program.

The long-time planning program was emphasized as one of the important 

phases for the ultimate establishment of the boy in farming,

Summary

Directed or supervised practice in agriculture has come to have a broad 

and far-reaching meaning. It assumes a desirable relation between the teacher 

and the student in farming activities in and outside the classroom. In its

37/ ’'d / ^  ^ I m p r W S  ' Vocational Agriculture '
Program11 j, Masters Thesis 3 Montana State College ? 1939> pp» 50-51°

33/ B,- H, Palmerg 11The long-time Planning Program"? mimeo, Dept, of Agri, 
Ed, Circular a Montana State Colleges Bozemans Montanas Julys 1937

39/ Bo IL Palmers "Suggested Teaching Plan for Project Study11s mimeo, g 
Dept, of Agri, Ed, Circular3, Montana State Colleges Bozeman3 Montana3 Julys 1937
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more degif&ble forms  ̂ii? stimwlate s Ijaitiatiire and creative ability, 

Oifmership develops responsibility and stakes for efficient farminge 

Authorities are fairly well agreed on the principal features of this 

program, although there are distinct variations ,in the recommended 

procedures in different states and regions»■

Investigations of supervised practice reveal more about the kind 

of practices employed than, about results obtained* Ihe effectiveness 

of procedures has not been studied intensively*



■ • PART III. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

Sources of Data In an attempt to discover the status of supervised 

practice farming in .Montana*, thirty-three vocational agriculture depart

ments were selected. The instructor's in these schools and the records and 

reports In the office of the State Department of Vocational Agriculture 

constituten the two sources of primary data used.

Methods of Gathering Data

Departments Selected —  The schools selected were those in which the 

instructors had been in residence for three years or more. From the 64 

vocational agriculture departments in Montana 33 were chosen,. As a result 

of this selection the following vocational agriculture departments were 

studied.

" 29 =

Absarokee Culbertson Missoula

Belt Deer lodge Manhattan

Big Timber Denton Ronan

Billings Fort Benton Poison

Bridger Glasgow Stevensville

Baseman Hinsdale Sidney

Bigfork Ealispell Simms

Big Sandy lodge Grass Townsend

Gonrad Lewistom Twin Bridges

Chinook Medicine lake Whitehall

Ohoteau Miles City Worden
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D A N I E L S
S H E I U eD A N

T O O L E  

•  SHELBY

'HINOOK0  CUT BANK L IB ERTY* «
CHESTER•L /B B Y R O O S E

WOLF POINT
0 MALrA

P H I L L I P Sf l a t h e a L  A IPONDERA
TAL/SPELL

'ONRAD

R I C H L A N D

'TEAUS A N D E R S rORT BENTON M C C O N EK E 
1OLSON

THOMPSON FALLS

D A W S O N
GREAT FALk

L E W I SA N D JORDAN

FERGUSSTANFORD P ETR O LE UM •  WIBAUX

^ i n e r a Q 3  m  i s  s  o  u  l  a  

X v  I  Q m is s o u l a

.EWISTOWNJ U D I T H

•  TERRYP O W E L L B A S I N

M U S S  E L S H E L LMEAG HER
WHITE SULPHUR 

SPRINGS
GOLDEN I 
V A L L E Y

HARLOWTON •  ROUNDUP
FORSYTH

HAMILTON WHEATL AN DBOULDER
' YEGATEBROADWATER

TREASURE I  R O S E B U D
Y ELLOW STON E

✓ D E E RLODGE/ j BUTTE  I  JEFFERSON 

SILVER L  , ------
^ B O W .  >

SWEET GRASSR A V A L L I

BIG ^TIM BER .
[STILLWATER BILO IfG S

BOZEK

LIVINGSTON Yc o lu m b l

MAD ISON BlG HORNB E A V E R H E A D  

L DILLON 0
CARBONP A R K

VIRGINIA CITY

RED LODGE

®  Departments studied.
*  Other departments in Montana
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DepartffiQntg»• ,Batlafgs ^  Three ratings were obtained m  eaeh pff the 

SS departments in Montana where the. ease instructor -had bera in residence 

f or three years or mope*.-. Bach of these departments was evaluated on a 

basis of its supervised farming program*. These ratings were obtained 

■ from the state supervisor of vocational agriculture^ ,the teacher trainer,, 

and the assistant supervisor of vocational agriculture®. The schools 

evaluated were divided into three groups-^superior,., averages and poor-r.- 

and designated in the following discussion and tables as Group ,Group 

Il5 iOnd Group Ill5 respectively. There were 10 schools in Group Ik IS 

in Group II5 and 10 in Group III4

The.se ratings were arrived at independently by the three men men

tioned above*, The supervisors and the teacher trainer are three men who 

have had many years of experience in supervising and Observing the voca-.. 

tional agriculture programs of Montana., Their ratings agreed closely 

and it was assumed by the writer that , the ratings are reliable*.

The schools were designated by number so that, the writer would not 

be biased in rating- results.and so that the schools Would not be sub--■ 

jested- to unpleasant recognition^,,

Means of Obtaining Data *«,- A questionnaire was devised for the col

lection of primary data from the 53 Instructors whose departments were 

included'in this study* 4o/ Fourteen of the questionnaires Were filled ' 

out during an interview with each instructor. Theremaining' nineteen 

instructors' were contacted at a conference* The questionnaire was ar^ 

ranged to give information on the following phases of their programs«

**'*" %R%Hsee""appendix page'' ̂ " f o ^ c n w  bf '1 q u e a ( ) i b n i ^ ^
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Xe Instructor’s philosophy toward Trocsitional education^

2«, Ohoraotoristies of the instructor’s program*

S6 Methods of initiating relationships of boyfl parent and instructor * 

4ft Methods of launching the supervised farming program*

Additional data on the results of the supervised farming programs r/ere 

compiled and summarised from reports in the State Department of Vocational 
Agriculture* 41/

Limitations -» The validity of the findings as herein stated are as 

sound as possible to obtain* The questionnaires in many cases had to be 

filled in from memory by the instructors„ la fact, many had scant records 

of their activities* course of study, or plans regarding the supervised 

farmings

Prom the interpretation of the data, there appear no glaring discrep

ancies or willful intent b y • instructors to pad or alter the questionnaire 

in order to make a better picture for themselves*. The helpful attitude of 

the instructors in filling out the questionnaires as accurately as possible 

has done much to give a reliable survey of procedures used*

4t/ 800 appendix: page 95 for copy of 'superT&seT?arming^^or5%
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' P M J  ITp M M T S I S  OF JSB STUDY,

T W  data obtained from, the thirty^three departments have teen dis» 

cussed under three general headingss (I) characteristics of the departs 

monts studiedj (2) characteristics of instructors5 (S) instructors

procedures in launching the supervised practice program,

In dealing with the characteristics of the departments^ the ea* 

rollmentsj allotment of instructors1 times salaries paid, credits alv 

Iowodfl and the practice program summaries were studied, An analysis, of 

the instructors} character!sties was based on their experience in both 

teaching and farming, their professional background and their philosophy 
of vocational agriculture. The study of the general procedures for 

launcliing the farm practice program deals with methods used in contacting 

the students, planning the projects, and supervising the programs,

Characteristics of Vocational Agriculture Departments Studied 

Enrollment and Instructorsi ■ Time In order that a clearer picture 

of the Montana 'vocational agriculture departments may be had, the data 

on the general characteristics of all-day programs are summarised in 

Table IItf The enrollment in the thirty-three vocational agriculture de
partments studied comprises 56,2 per cent of MontanatS total enrollment^ 

or 1261 boys. Of this number  ̂ 002 are in Agriculture I, or first year 

agriculture»

The writer has heard many instructors remark that the larger de

partments cannot do as good a.job of teaching and carrying on a well-: 

rounded program as smaller departments. This is not .born© out by the
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yssuits from tli© thirty-throe schools studied* The. average enrollment 

per department is 48*3 hoys in Group I6 38+8 in Group Il0 and 29„8 la 

Group HI *  In Agriculture I5 Group I-has an average of 18»3 hoys on# 

rolled as against 15,1 for Group II and 12*1 for Group III*

There w.s no appreciable difference in the proportion of farm and 
t o m  hoys enrolled* In all three groups, it was found that from 14 to 

18 per cent of the class was made up of town hoys* It Is realiged that 

there are some students classed as town hoys who have facilities for 

farming and who are interested in faming as a vocation* However5 this 

high percentage of town hoys indicates poor selection on the part of the 

instructors*

The amount of time the instructor spends on vocational agriculture 

shows a marked variation* In Group I5 94*1 per cent of the teacher’s 

time Is spent on vocational agriculture* In Group Il5 only 86*7 per 

cent of the time was spent on vocational agricultures while Group III 

spent just 82 per cent of the time teaching vocational agriculture*

The variations in the amount of time spent on vocational agriculture 
by the instructors is evidence that the full-time instructor is doing 

a more worthwhile job*
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t-4BLE XX4 AVEBAGE MtilBEE OP BOYS PEB SOHOOL EHBOLLED IH VOtiATIOMAL 

■ AtiRItitiLTtiBE IH TMBTY^fHREE MOHfAHA SCHOOLS, BY EPFEtiTIVEHSSS' OF
SDFEBVISBB FABKIMG 1940*19&1

rEfTe^MveSess" " Average" Enrollment IiT Vocational ’'Xferj4 Courses
First- Year Agriculture

Supervised Farming Farm. Boys City Boyi1 TotaT All Courses
Group Ia (superior) 14.9 E.4 18.3 48.2
Group IIfe (average) 15*0 2<,1 38.1 $8.8

Growp I f f  (inferior) '  9*8 BtS ISji 29*8
All Groups IB^G 2.6 15*2 . 8 9 #  ' '

aIO schools# schoolsI cIO schoolS0=
I .i. i. ihi ......... I ... ....

Salaries In the comparison of salaries paid to instructors for 

their services as vocational agriculture teachers, there is Put a slight 

variationa (Table IIId.) The average for all thirty-^throe■ instructors 

for the school year 1941*1942 was $2056*00, with Group I averaging ' 

$2128.00, Group II averaging $2106*00, end Group III averaging $19l7»00e 

There Was very little difference between Groups I and II, just $66.00, 

The average salary in Group III is (5189*00 less than Group Ila Part of 

this difference is due to the amount of time spent teaching vocational 

Agriculture, Some of the agriculture instructors are required by their 

school administrators to teach subjects other' than vocational agrioul- 

ture-o Consequently, the school receives less federal and state reim* 

bursementd It.therefore follws,. naturally enough, that these schools 

pay their vocational agriculture instructor less. ■
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TABLB XII0 SAIjARIES PAID TO TBIRTY^TEREE WOATIOBAL AGSI eULTURE • 
TEACHERS' IB KOBTMA BY EPPECTIWESS OF SUPERVISED FASSIBG-

1041-1940

Teachers1
Salaries

Group Ia ' 
(superior)

Group I%d ' 
(average)

Group IlIu 
(Inferior)

""WEST"

Highest 13550 #3635 #2300 @8626

Lowest 1800 1680 1600 1600

Average' 3138 3106 1911 2066

aIO schools£ ^lS schools! cIO schoolSc

School Chedit Givea for Vocational' Agriculture In. Montana^ the 

amount of high .school credit given1 for vocational agriculture is deter# 

mined by the school administrators^ There is a rather wide variation 

in the amount of credit allowed as is show in Table IV# Most of the 

schools granted one credit for classroom Trorks but several, grant as- 

much as two credits* '

In Group Is all schools allowed from one-fourth to one-half addi

tional credit per year for the boy1 s supervised' farming program* Three 

schools in both Groups II and III did not allow any extra credit for 

supervised farming* Many of the departments gave, extra credit on the 

basis of site of project and workmanlike manner in which the entire
. ■) ’ f  t

supervised farming program, is handled#
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TABLE 17. 'BOMBER OP SOBDOL ARD FROJBGT DREDITS DITEB FOR VOGATlOSAL ADRIOOLTDBE IR TBIRTBtTBREB BQSTABA SCBDOLS BB BFFBOTIVEBESS OF
SORBRVISED FARBlRD 1340*1941

D l v m  for f o c j t i m g T ^ g H ^ g y ^ ^
of • ''D̂  ' Ho16. of Project "CreditsSupervised Farming 2 ‘ T " ’ 'I''-'1 I" 4 ' -Q '

Group ,3y (superior) . - 5- 0 7 0 . 7 3 0
Group IÎ  (average) ' I i. ■ 11 I 7 2 -3
Group IlIe (inferior) I Q . 9 0 . 6 ' JL. S
Totals , & I 27 I 20 6 8

aIO schoolss ^lS schools^ 9IO schools0

■ - Results pf Supefylsed .Practice Program as 
Revealed S y ”stite DeparTmeS' B^porEs

In an attempt to discover the differences in the results: obtained 

by the three groups of instructors^ an analysis was made of the super

vised practice reports as sent into the- State Department of Vocational 

Agricultural Education#, The-figures used, are from the- 1941 project 

reports. For this year,, there were 1087 boys enrolled, in Se schools.#, 
Five of the thirty*three schools studied did not report to the State 

Department of Vocational Agricultural Education# (Table V*)
Only 60S|; or -60 per Centg, of the boys in all groups completed- 

their projectsa There was no great difference among the three groups 

in the per cent of boys completing their projects, but the percentage 

in the superior schools was- slightly lower than in the average op i n 

ferior groups# The table shows that the efficiency .of this training
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device is very Iq w5 since only S out of 6 toys carried their projects 

through to completion. One reason for this low percentage is the poor 

selection of students and their projects by the instructors,- in all 

three groups of instructors^ from 14 to'18 per cent of the enrollment 

was made up of town boys* This would automatically account for nearly 

half of those boys not completing or not carrying projects^

' Ih Group Is the average number of boys completing projects was 

ZB9Bs in Group II, it was 18,3 and in Group IIIs 17,3, Although the 

per cent of completion in all three groups was very nearly the same, 

Group I had a larger number completing projects due to the larger 

enrollment,

7/hen analysis of the projects was made as to the average labor in« 

come, the data show that from a money-making standpoint. Group I had tin 

income per boy of @268.08* Group H  had an average income of §163.68 per 

boy, and Group III had an average income of only §83.11 per boy,. Since 

money-making is one of the primary objectives for supervised farming 

which a' boy can most readilX understand* it would appear that instruct 

tors of Group I have been most successful in reaching this objective. 

Their methods of practice and procedure have an average value of §69.40 

per boy over Group Il and §149,97 per boy over Group III.

Tliere are two other important phases to the supervised practice- 

program which again show the superiority of Group I. These are improve* 

meat projects and supplementary practices.
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pop boy# %# nwrage gro# #&8 ewperior to the iz fw lo r  group of wtrwa*" 

tore ces theea ama #elt@Pl&*
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TABLE 7. SOQKARY OF 80PER7I&BD BR&OTICE PROGEm OF TtTBBTŶ BIQS? TQQA* 
TIOBA& AGRICOLTORB DEPARTwBHTS IH MOETAHA BY EFFE0TI7EWEB8 OF 60PER7ISED PARNIBG 1940-4941*

Summary of Supervised Faming
Group Ia* 
(superior) 1

1
p ' 

C . Group IIlv 
(inferior).

All Groups

Bmabor of boyg enrolled 888 870 1087

Bmabsr of boys completing projects #52 867 178 662
Percent of boys completing projects 88.7 61.0 ' 64+0 60.0
Average number of boys completing 

projects per school 2.5» S 18.0 17.8 20.0
Total Labor Income (in dollars) 86756.57 98792,04 14377+69 111908,20

Average labor income per school 7842.0? 8879.20 1597,81 5860,90
Average labor income per boy . - 255.08 168.68 88.11 102.96

Total Investment in Farming (dollars) 67206+46 64807.&8 98014.18 164087.76
Average investment per school 7474.06 5480.75 3567.15 4669.32
Average investment par boy 186.80 141.26 118.5? 141.76

Total Bwber of Improvement Projects 442 284 104 890
Average number of improvement 

projects per school 68.2 28.4 11+6 26.1
Average number of improvement 

projects per boy 1̂ 8 1.2 0.6 0.8
Total JJuraber of Supplementary Practices 462 212 1108
Average number of supplementary 

practices per school 86.6 46.8 29.6 35.8
Average number of supplementary 

practices per boy 1.8 1.9 1.2 1,0
Placed for farm experieuce— average 

number of boys per school 1.9 1.9 0.5 1.4
aIO sehoolss^lS s c h o o l 0IO schools*
-'Five schools did not have reports In the State Department on Final Suaamary of Supervised 
Fanaingti There was one school in Group three schools in Group Il9 and one school la 
Group IIlti Averages wero taken on actual nmaber reporting*
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GhaFadtoerlsfci cs of .InstortiotoersHr7Iifti ■■ (qiir̂, ji ... ii'j ilii 11| I _ii WW Iinjrriawprwi. , ' >ir'f'ii. I,

Farm Sgperlende and Iniresfemento The instructors8 farming status 
is shown in Table VI, Of the thirty-three instructors reportIng5 

twenty-seven reported that they had had farming experience either before 

entering college or after. Most of the replies- indicated that the 

experience was acquired before college entry* One hundred per cent of 

the instructors in Group I had had farming experience= In Group II,
77*6 per cent had had farming experience. In Group III only 70 per

I
cent had had previous farming experience» With regard to farm, experi

ence, 14 instructors indicated that they had some actual investment in 

farming enterprises. Of Group X, 70 per cent had actual, farm invest*=* 

meats, while only 30 per cent of Groups XX and III Jhad any ownerships 

This indicates the possibility that some instructors have not had suf
ficient farming experience although all teachers are supposed to have 
a minimum of two years8 in order to qualify under the Smith-Hughes Aeto

TABLE VI, FAHMING STATUS OF THIRTY-THREE .MONTANA VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
INSTRUCTORS BY EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPERVISED FARMING 1941

Effectiveness of Supervised Farming
GROUP Xa GROUP XIb GROUP XIIc ALL GROUPS 

Farming Status (superior) • (average) (inferior)
of Instructors -per cent of per cent of per cent of per cent of

Instructors instructors instructors instructors
■ I  " -T .       11V  ■"     "I . , J , , . ,        ...............'P' " .      ",M r , r  V T -H - ,-

Farming experience before 100 77®6 70 82■ college
Instructors hav

ing some 70 30 ' 30
■investment in 
farming , :

aIO schoolss b13 schoolsj 0IG schools.

43
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Professional Background —* In an attempt, to discover if there is 

any additional significant variation in the instructor^ effect on the 
vocational agriculture program* a comparison of their teaching experience, 
graduate work and Salary" .was tabulated®

Yhe teaching experience of the three groups does not vary greatly®
■ Yhe average is eight years Of teaching experience'. Yhe range of experi
ence is from three to nineteen years an is shown by fable YIX®

YABLE YU. TOffiBB OF IEAKS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE" OF YHIRYY-THBEEWONYAEA YCCAYIONAL AmiOULSmB INBYRHOYOBB BI EFFBCYIVENESB
.OF SlffiEBYISEB FABllTO 1942

Effectiveness of Supervised Farming. '
Length of Teaching Experience Group Ia (superior) Group IIb (average) Group IIIb (inferior) All. Groups

Greatest number of years 14 19 14 19
Least number of years .3. 3 ' 4 3 '■
Average number of years 7,9 9,0 7.3 8.0

sIO schools:; 1̂3 schoolsj cIO schools®

In Group I there were five instructors with six years or less 
experience and five instructors with seven to fourteen years teaching, 
experience® In Group II there were four instructors with six years or ■ 
less experience and nine with seven to nineteen years teaching experiencee 
In Group III there were six instructors with six years or less teaching 
experience and four instructors with seven to fourteen years experience®



From the standpoint of graduate courses in professional and technical 

fieldsjf the number of credits earned varied from none to twenty-three* 
(fable VIII) The average for Group I was 9*3 Credits* For Group Il the 

average was 9=4 and for Group III there was an average of 10»5 credits®
■ Group H I  has more graduate credits than either Groups I or 11» This may 

be a result of pressure by the State Supervisor of Agricultural. Education 

to attend summer schools* or it may be that instructors in the inferior 

group felt a need for more training in order to improve their teaching.

TABLE VIII» GEADBAfE GBEDIfS EARNED BI THIRTY-THREE VOCATIONAL 
ACBICOLTtiRE INSfRUGTOBS IN MONTANA BX EFFECTIVENESS OF 

SUPERVISED FARMING OP TO 1942*

■- 43 “

Number of Graduate Credits Earned
Effectiveness of Supervised Farming' Greatest 

Number ■
Least
Number

Average
Ntimber

Group Ia (superior) BI 0 9.3

Group II^ (average) 18 0 9.4

Group 1116 (inferior) 23 . 2 10*5

All Groups ' 23 0 9.6

^Groups I and. Il each had one instructor with no graduate work, 
aIO schoolss Pl3 schools? cIO schools®

Instructors * Purposes —  In an attempt to determine their viewpoints 

regarding supervised practice* instructors were asked to rate in importance 
the four phases of vocational agriculture— class work* supervised farming, 
farm mechanics* and Future Farmer of America activities. These data are 

shown in Table IX6



The thirty-three Montana vocational agriculture instructors5 as a 

Group9 rated supervised practice first in Importance9 farm mechanics 

second, class work thirds and F» F, A« fourth0

44 "

TABLE K o  RATlMG OF FOUR PHASES OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE: Bf THIRTY-THREE 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE INSTRUCTORS IN MONTANA BY EFFECTIVENESS OF

SUPERVISED FARMING, 1941

Rating of Phases of Vocational Agriculture
Effectiveness of 

Supervised Farming
Supervised

farming
F a m

mechanics
Class
work

Future *" 
Farmers of 
America

Group Ia (superior) I 2-3 4

........... -

2-3

Group Il*3 (average) I 2 3 4

Group IlXe (inferior) 2 I 3 4

All Groups I 2 3 4

aIO schools5 ^13 schools$ cIO schoolso

ilhen the three Groups were compared, there was a marked difference in 

their ratingso Both Groups I and II rated supervised farming as the most 

important of the activities* Group III rated farm mechanics as first and 
supervised farming as second. The reason for this is that farm mechanics 
is easier to conduct than the other three phases of the program* These 

figures show that Group 111 has lost sight of the purpose of establishing 

the boy in farming® Further evidence of the truth of this statement 

appears as the study continues®
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When the ratings were planed on a percentage basis, it was found 

that Group I valued all four parts of the program very nearly the same. 
Supervised farming led by 7 per cent. The other three parts of the 

program showed only I per pent variation®

In Group II, supervised farming and farm meehanios were valued 

within I per cent of each other® . These, instructors have placed Future 

Farmer activities last as did the instructors in Group III® In Group III 

the spread in percentages was greater than in either Groups I or II® 

Future Farmers’ rating was placed very low® On a percentage basis, these 

instructors placed Future Farmers’ activities 2$ per cent below the top 

rating®

In general, both Group I and Group Tl were fairly consistent#, except 

for their evaluation of Future Farmer activities® The evaluation of the 

four phases of vocational agriculture brings to our attention the atti
tude of the instructors toward promoting a well-rounded and worthwhile

■

program for their particular community.
The vocational agriculture instructors in the three groups ranked 

the objectives of supervised farming as shown in Table X®
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TABLE X. EATING OF OBJECTIVES FOR SUPERVISED FARMING BI THIRTI-TEtEE 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTORS IN MONTANA BI EFFECTIVENESS 

OF SUPERVISED FARMING 1941

Effectiveness of Supervised Farming

^  . ' Group IT Group JTj Group IIIw Alforoups"
Objectives for  ̂ ■ (superior) (average) (inferior)

Supervised Farming Instructors Instructors Instructors. Instructors

To establish boys in 
farming I I 2 . I .

To develop an interest 
in farming as an 
occupation ' 2 5 ■ 3 2

To provide a means of 
earning for the 
farm boy 3 S . 6 3

To develop methods of 
economical product
ion 4 .3 5 4

To develop managerial 
abilities to balance 
manipulative abili
ties normally learned 
on the, farm 5 ■ 7 8 7

To improve farming methods 
used on the individual’s 
home farm and community 6 2 i 6

Tp contribute to improv
ing living conditions 
on the home farm 7 6 4 8

To contribute to the
efficiency of the farm 

' vas a whole S 4 7 5

sXQ schoolsj °13 schoolsj tiIO schools.
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The instructors in Groups I and ZX placed establishment in farming 

as their main objective of supervised farming. Group IXX;.placed the 

above objective second and placed improved farming methods need on the 

individual home farm as.first. Xt appears that the eight objectives 

listed are in. two groups— those that deal with the boy (l, 2, %  45 and 

5) and those (6, ?„ and 8) that deal with the farm and community.

.In evaluating the. eight objectives, the instructors seemed to have 

in, mind either the welfare of the boy as the primary consideration or 

the improvement of farms in the community. The Instructors in Group Z 

consider the boy their major objective and the farm and community 

secondary in importance. There is a fairly close relationship between 

Groups XI and, 111. Both seem to have mixed the objectives pertaining 

to the boy with, those pertaining to the farm and .community*

The writer concludes from the data gathered that the primary aim 
of superior instructors is the development of the boy toward establish

ment in farming. Group I has this opinion while Group Ili after having 

placed this activity first, becomes' rather vague in following this 

purpose Consistently. In Group III, the instructors are at a loss as 

to what their philosophy toward supervised farming, really is.
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' " Instructors^ Procedure#
, Obtaining n&m^A of prospective students Judging from the data 

gathered; vocational agriculture instructors obtain names-of prospective 

students from four main sources— 'the county superintendent3 the Future 
Farmer Si .field days, and from country schools., (fable %%*:) M X  of the 

SS instructors use the four sources mentioned^ fhe survey ,shows that 

of the 506 names obtained by all instructors, 206 were gathered from 

county superintendentsf records. Future Farmer members are responsible 
for 115 names, Group I obtained 200 names. Of theses *IOSj,. or 51,5 per 

cent,- were secured from the county superintendent, Group IX obtained 

1S8 names- M t h  Bg., or 27,6 per Oent5 taken from the files of the county 

superintendents.. Group III procured 116 names of which Sly or 4-5,2 per 
cent, were received from the above source, The average per school in 

cash of the three' groups shows, that Group I had an average of 20 boys ? 

names per school. Group %I had an average of 14,4,.'and Group III had 
11,8 boys5 names per school.

The superior group, and to some extent Group II ji. realise the value 

of obtaining the names' of prospective students from the county superin* 
tendent’s records,' The names taken from this source are primarily those 

of farm youths M o  are eligible for enrollment in vocational agriculture, . 

The instructors of Group I are more resourceful in obtaining names of 

prospective' students from reliable sources.
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TABLl H 9 METHODS DSBD Xl OBTAINING A W E S  OF PEOSPBOTXfl STUDENTS BY 
THIRTY-THREE ¥00ATIO M L  AGRICULTURE INSTRUCTORS IN MONTANA BY

IFFBCTIfmBSS OF SUPEBfISBD FARMING 1960-1941

IfYeetlvengss of Obtaining; Nguaes
Method

of
Group r* Group IIu Group III® All Groups

Obtaining Names Number 
of names

Number 
of names

Number 
of names

Number 
Of names

Through Future Farmers 29 4# 38 H S
Field Day 5 SG 7 62

County Superintendents 103 52 SI 206

Country Schools 13 9 14 36

Other Means
.

Total 200 168 H S $06

aIO schoolsI uI3 schoolsI cIO school's=

Contacting Prospective Students —  The devices used by instructors in 
contacting boys eligible for vocational agriculture are much the same in a l l , 
three of the groups» The data revealed that the two most used means are by 

personal visits and by letters=' (Table X H = )  • In the employing of the Future 
Farmer organisation as a means of contact? Group IX exceeds Groups I and 

III by a considerable margin=. The instructors in the superior group do not 

make the contacts before the opening of school as do the teachers in both 

Groups II and Ills

From the scant amount of data obtained, it appears that all three 

groups use letters frequently to contact the boys'= The most noticeable 

variation in personal visits is Group II, which exceeds Groups I and H l



by a considerable margin. Group. Il also eDcceeds the others in contacting 

boye through the Future Farmer organisation. It is indicated that Oreqp
I is weak in actual contacting of the boy by the instructor, This may be 

explained by the publicity given the program. If the vocational agri
culture program is kept before the people5 the need for contacting of • 

prospective students is lessened,

TABtE Xtl. SETHODS USED II' UOHTAOTlNG BOTS BIT THIRTY-THREE INSTRUCTORS 
OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN; MONTANA BT' EFFEGTIWEiSS OF SURER*

VBSEB FARMm 1940-3.961

« U8aa
, (superior) (average3 (inferior)

Contacting Number 
of Boys

Number . 
of Boys

lumber 
of Boys

lumber 
of Bovs

Letters 109 , 128 77 314
Personal Visits 78 124 62 264
At Future Farmers 11 50 16 77
Other TBys 3 13 12 33
lot Contacted Jo 28 m
Total 261 348 199 808

aIO schoolsI Dl3 schoolsj tiIQ schools. .........

VigiMLhg Honps of lev; Students *—  The time of year vixen the first visits 

were made to the homes of new students is shorn on Table XIlI0

The visits made before school opens in the fall indicate that all three 

groups made about 40 per cent of their total calls at that time. During
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the first week of school, Group I made 21 visits to homes of parents.

Group IX made one such call, and Group 111 made none, ■ During the second 

week of school, Group I again made 21 calls, while Groups Il and III made 

only a few=, This proportionate number of visits is marked until late fall, 

at Tlilch time Grotps Il and III exceed Group I in the number of calls.

Group Il and .Group ill each made most of their first Calls at the homes of 

their students in early winter and spring, ■ '.

The average number of visits made by each instructor to new and pro** 

spective students indicated that Group I averaged IS,5, Group Il averaged 

15 calls, and Group IIT had an average of 14,9 visits,

The data revealthat Group I made the greatest number of calls before 

school started and the first three weeks following enrollment,• In Groups 

II and III, most of the visits were made in late fall, winter, and spring. 
It is obvious that the instructors in Group I employ more effort in 

contacting their boys on the home farm as early as is possible. This is 

further exemplified by the number of days each instructor devotes to • 

launching the boy on his supervised farming program, (See page 35»)



TABia XIII. SSCBRC 01» TOSAIt VGCGif TBB FZEGWgF 9I8IT3 MtB A #  TO TiBS B(W9 OF 
Tm WBRf STUWRFg BI TBG TBHIBTTf THBFE TOOATICmi, AWlOUBTUm 

ImTRU&PORS IN BORTAm SOf EFFEOTIVEmsg #  8 W & 4  
V i m B  F A B m m  194x1943.

'J.

Time of First 
Visit to 

Home' of stuient.

. ’ '.- Effectiveness of First Visit.
Oroup I& W > % P  II^' Group XII& . A U  ̂ o u p s
(superior) (average) (inferior)
Stonber of Humber'of , Mtimber " ofser 

Bofs ' Boyi# B o W
Htiffiber of 
B o w

Visited" ,,Visited .... Visited . Visited'.1!

Before School started 77 59 ' SI? '
First Week of School, ' a I , -• 0 22

Second Week of school zi V I ' 10

Third Week of school. $ 7 0 Ig ■'
Fourth Week .of School 9 a 6 29
W e  pall , . ' ' ^ » SO , 86

Winter. ■ ' ? 6 7 ; ■ ■■■•' ' 18
Spring • 44' 27.' . 8&
stsmper. . /.. • -'-uX'
fetal # 5  - 194' 149 a&s-
Average Per Department a a.9 16,
4l0 schools I 1̂3 schools.! cIO schools. ■ 1 ■

Total Supervisory Visitg- Made During the Year —  The survey indicates- 

that 1575 visits were made by all thirty-three instructors to their all*- 
day students in the first year agriculture classes, (Table XIV.) Of this 

number3 #18 Calls were made, by Group %. Group II made #6& Call's and

Li V  ’•"rW'-it'-'S-i-'f-'j .... 1 - •• ".i ' s



Group H I  ieade 393® When the average number of visits made by each 

instructor vvas considered}, Group I exceeded the other two groups« Group 

I had an average of 61 .a calls; Group II, 43®33 and Group III, 39.3, 
Group I realises more fully the necessity of making several super* 

visory visits to each boy's home, A conference with the boy and his 
parents creates a close relationship which is necessary for promoting 

and developing initiative that leads to definitely superior results,

IABIE XIfe TOTAL HUMBER OF VISITS MADE TO THE ALL-DAI STUDEHTS IH AGRI
CULTURE I BI THE THIRTI THREE INSTRUCTORS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 

IN MONTANA BI EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPERVISED FARMING
1940-1941
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Visits to : Effectiveness of Supervisory Visits
All-day Students Group Ia 

■ (superior)
Group IIfo 
(average.)

Group IIIc 
(inferior)

All Groups

Total Number W 364 393 1579
Average Number 61.0 43.3 39,3 47.7
Per cent of total 

visits made 39.2 35*8 25,0 IOOoO
Number per boy 
.............. , . ,

3.3 2*5 3.2 3.X
aIO schools^ “13 schools 1 cI1O schools®

Launching Students in Supervised Farming —  In initiating the super

vised farming programs by the vocational agriculture teachers, 90 per cent 

of the Group I and Group III schools, according to the survey data, first 

discussed the program with their classes in September, or the first month 

of the school yearI whereas Sg per cent of the Group II schools' discussed
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the program the first month= T w  instructors of Oroup IZ began their 
first discussion the second months or October  ̂and only one instructor 

of Group ZlZ launched the program in the second month0 One member of 

Group Z began the discussion in the winter months5 but no school of 

the three groups began to initiate the program as late as the following 
springe

■ The three groups used somewhat the same methods in initiating the 

supervised farming programs® All groups-used Future Farmer meetings as 

an incentive to start the programs, B n e t y  per cent of Group I5 46 per 

cent of Group ZZ5 and $0 per cent of Group ZlZ instructors used Future 

Farmer Officers’ talks to help organize and establish the supervised 

work= All the groups used record books of former vocational members and 

various efficiency, factors as good and recommended practices, (Table XF,)

Probably one of the most noteworthy procedures employed to develop 

enthusiasm among the students m s  that of project tours.to present and 

former F,F.A. members. Eighty, per cent of the schools in Group Z used 
project tours to get the students interested in supervised farmings 
whereas only 31 per cent of Group XL and1 only 20 per cent of Group til 

employed this means. A U  three groups used awards to motivate the 

interest of the boys. (Table XV.) Group I gave ten awards and Group 

ZII gave four. Zt is noteworthy that Group I used a total of fifteen 

various methods to launch the program* Group ZZ used twelve methods i, 

and Group III used only ten.

Zn addition to the above listed methods * Group I used outstanding



ProIeetsjP' profits p  state farmers p magazines a farm surveysp. to motivate 

interest in farming programs-? (Table 3CT.) group 11 Used stories^ pictures 

and field trips as other means., whereas Group -ill reported using only 

fairs 'and field trips as other means of motivating the project work.

T2EIJSXP, PRA&TIGES BWPlOIED BY T# TBIRff-TBRBB INSTBOCTOaB QP 
vqcATiomi. A a B i m & T m m  m  m r n m m  To t A W H  a w m r a  m  

8GPE&VI3BD P m m m  BI 3F#B0TI%BNE8S OP 8UPB&*
7 1 9 #  FARMING 1960-1941

■ 1 , 1 1 - ' '  -Ir."

Effectiveness of Supervised Farming , ' 
G r o u p ^ l ^ ^ E o ^ r n b  group III® All Groups 
£ superior) (average )>,. (inferior)Method Gsed

To
launch Boys Per cent 

of inr 
structors

Per cent.
Of instructors

Per cent 
of in- 

, structors

Per cent " 
of in- 
structors

Future Farmer Meetings 0 a . 60 '

Officer Talks 90 46 5Q 60
Old Record Books fO 77 90 7f
Efficiency Factors 70 % 50 70
Project Tours # 31 20 W
F*F..A. Awards
--------- -— * —

70 69 30 57

% 0  schoolsg bl3 schools; cIO schools»

Selection of the Individual's Supervised Practice Program •*** The' 'data 
relative to the student9 s ' selection of a supervised program in farming were 
compiled in three tables-? F a m  Surveys, Montana Standards for Project 

SibOs and Final Selection of project by Agriculture. I boys,

A total of 3^4 farm surveys, were made by the instructors cooperating
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in this study0 (Sable XVZe) These farm surveys were taken on the home' 

farms of the boys enrolling in their first year of vocational agriculture» 

The general plan followed by Montana instructors Is to have the entire 

class make a survey of some particular farm, to familiarise the student 
with practices being followed® The student then makes.a survey of the 

home farm under the general supervision of the instructor o Groups I 
and IX use this method to help the boy to choose a type of enterprise 

that will be adapted to the home farm program. Group I averaged 13=5 

surveys per school. Group IX averaged Ils and Group XXX averaged only 

!.if.

The importance of farm surveys is two-folds first* the contact made 
by the instructor in the home makes the parents and the boy feel that he 

is genuinely interested. Second* it acquaints the instructor with first

hand information regarding the actual circumstances under which the boy 
must carry on his projects®

TABLE XVX. FARM S0BVEI8 MADE TEE FXRBT XEAR BX VOCATIONAL AGBXCULTDBE 
STUDENTS IN THE THXRTX THREE DEPARTMENTS IN MONTANA BX 

EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPERVISED FARMS#
1 W - 1 9 4 X

Effectiveness of 
Supervised Farming

Average Number 
of Surveys

Average Number 
of Trips .

Group Ia■ (superior) 13=5 2.7
Group XXb (average) 11 »0 4®5
Group XXXa (inferior) 1.2

All Groups 9.C 2,9
aIO schoolsI bl3 schoolss c^q schools®
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A Xist of project standards was drawn up and approved at a conference 

of Montana's Vocational Agriculture Instructors held in the early nineteen
thirties. These standards were recommended a© only a minimum, toward ivMch 

to strives They were made available to all Montana, Instructors»

The data gathered indicates that 90 per cent of the instructors in 

Group I have definite standards for project scope. It further reveals of ■ 

this group that 40 per cent have standards much higher than those pre

viously recommended. Of Group Il5 just 15«4 per cent use standards^ and 

of Group IIIj 40 per cent, (Table XVIi,) The most prominent finding is 

in the variation among the three groups.

Of the thirty-three instructors reporting. Id use no standards for ' 
project approval. Group X has one instructor, or 10 per cent of the group, 

who used no standards. Group Il hag 11 instructorss or d4«6 per cent of 

their number who used no standards, and Group III has 6, which represents 
60 per cent of their entire group, who used no project standards.

There is a difference of 74,6 per cent between the number of instructors 

using standards in Group I and the number using standards in Group II.
Group H I  has 24° 6 per Cent more men using standards than does Group II,

The variation in the three groups indicates that most of the men in 

the superior group'find the standards for governing the project scope 

important. The returns they get from their farm practices exceeds those 

of Groups II and III in* average labor income per boy 5 number of projects, 

and investments in farming, (Table XX.) It is evident that those 

instructors of Group III realize the value of standards for their boy's 

supervised farming program more than do those instructors in Group II,
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FABLE X?II» PBS GElIF OF IHSIEUGFOES USIHG IOTB3DH STAHDASDS FOE PBOJSCT 
SCOPE FOB SUPERVISED PRACTICE PROGBAIE IM MOMTMA DY BHECTIiSHSSS OF SUPERVISED FARMIMG 1940-1941

" Effectiveness, of Standards UsedMinimum Standards used Gr oup Iy* 
(superior)

Group IIu 
(average)

Group H l v 
(inferior)

All Groups

Per Gent of Instructors 
Using Standards 90*0 15*4 40,0 45 o 5

• Per Cent of Instructors 
Hot Using Standards IO0O 84» 6. 60,0 54,5

aIO sehoolaj '̂ 15 schools? eIO schools0

The final selections of the faiming program made "by the first year allw 
day agriculture classes .Tfere considered on the following basis j (Table XHIl*) 

I0 Did the boy alone decide?

B 0 Did the boy and parent decide?

So Did the boy, parent,, and instructor decide?
The data reveal that 27 of the S3 instructors endeavored to have the 

decision made by the hoy,, parent,, and themselves» In Group I, there are 90 

per cent of the instructors who get this result» In Group II, there were 

84 per cent of the instructors who got this, same cooperation,, and of the 
Group III instructors, only 70 per cent used this means*

In considering the final selection of each boy’s project program, it 

was found that in Group I there were 90 per cent of the boys making their 

final selection with their parents or with ,both the parents’ and instruc
tors1’ assistance* Eighty-two per cent- of the boys in Group II made their 

selection with help. Only 86 per cent of the Group III boys selected their 

projects with the aid of parents or instructor or both* There are 10 per
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oeat of the students in Group I, 18 per cent of those in Group II and

S4 per cent of those In Group III who mado their solections of projects 

without the aid of either parents or instructors» -

Instructors in Groups I and II realize the importance of a good . 
parent, "bog",, and instructor relationship. The instructors- in Group. Ill 

do not realize this since one-third of their students have made their, 

selection without the guidance of either parents or instructor*.

TABLE I9III* C00PBR6TI0R OF BOY, R&REBT, ABD IBSTRBGlOR IR FIBAL SBLECTIOR 
OP FIRST YEAR AGRICOLTORB PROJECTS IR TBIETY-TEREE FOCATIOBAL AGRIODL- 
!TOOtE DBPARTIBZiTS Ilf ISOSMAEA BTT !EapFBCI-ITQSBIBSS OF SBmmSED EmiEG

1340-1941

P e r s m a ^ o o p e r a u i % ' T n ^ l o o t i ^ ^ F l K o 3 5 ^

Effectiveness
of

Supervised Farming

Boy 
.. Only 
Per cent 

of projects

Boy and 
Parents 
Per cent 

of .projects

Boy6. Parent 
and Instructor 

Per cent . 
of projects

Total 
Dumbbr 
' of

Projects

Group Ia (superior.) IO 45 45 . 187

Group IJ*5 (average) 18 59 ES .221

Group IIlc (inferior) 54 52 , 54 152

All Groups 19 48 . 95 M O

aIO schools^ bIo schools^ °10 schools*

Long-time Farming Plans Developed ■—  In an attempt to discover what the 

instructors are doing to assist the students in becoming established in 

farming, questions were asked to determine how many of the students made 

long-time plans, (Table ZlX-, )

From a total of 502 first year agriculture students, 549 made long

time plans,. This number represents only 69,5 per cent of first year
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agriculture students enrolled in the thirty-three departmentso This means 

that SO05 per cent of the students were not making any long-time plans for 

their establishment in farming.

Instructors in Group I make greater use of the long-time planning 

program than those in the other two groups*. Of the Si-9 long-time plans, 
this group had 45,4 per cent,, Group IX had 36*6 per cent, and Group- 111 

Imd 18 per cent of the long-time planning programs,. All of the instruc

tors in Groups I and Il use this method of planning, In Group III, there 

were SO per cent of the instructors reported as not using this plan* '

Long-time planning has been one of the important devices recommended 

most highly to the instructors from the college where they received their 

training. It appears that more of these men need to follow this practice,.

IABkE KIX, EDISER M D  PER Cffil OP FIRSl SEAR POCATIOMk AGEICDIdSK-E
SlDDEQlS DEVELOPING kOEG-lIEE- PARI5IBG PIAlfS Hf THXRTi-THEEE MOETMTA 

SCHOOLS BT EFFECTIVENESS OP SUPERVISED FAKffiHG 1940-1941

Effectiveness
of

Supervised Farming

First !Tear Vocational Agriculture Student's” 
Haking Long-Time Plans

Humber Per Cent

Group Ia (superior) 158' 45,4

Group II^ (average) 128 8646

Group IIIe (inferior) S3 18,0

All Groups
-------:. --,r-----1 „ ■ ■ .......

349 100*0

aIO schools$ d13 schools5 01IO schools.
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Projects -- There are many Instructors who still 

hive the Idea that their major responsibility is to keep school; They 

fall to recognise the fact that their purpose is to assist the boy in 

orienting himself in his farming program»

ihe instructors in all three groups use the practice of having the 

boys make general statements# financial estimates,, and job plans„

(.table IXo) Howeverj, the variation in the procedure used by the instructors 

in the three groups is very pronounced. There were 90 per cent of the 

instructors, in Group I who had their boys state their purpose'or objective 

for carrying a supervised farming program* whereas in Group II 72 per cent 

and Group III only 60 per cent of the instructors did this. The data 

further reveal that all three groups are weak in securing good relationships 

among the parents* the boy and the instructor. Although in Group I 50 

per Cent of the instructors have the boys plan their farming program * 

tvith their parents* there are but 15 per cent of the instructors in Group 

11 and 20 per cent in Group H I  that employ this procedure.

This is also reflected m  the total amount of time spend by the 

instructors in planning the boys1 supervised farming programs. The 

teachers in Group I spent an average of 8,4 class days in helping the 

boys plan their ownership projects, while in Group II they spent 6 days 

and in Group III they spent but 4.1 class days.
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SUPERVISED FAEEEa PROGRAiffi BI EFFECTIVENESS X$
SUPERVISED FARSGBG 1940-1941

Procedures Insisted 
Upon By Instructors 
In Planning Programs

Effectiveness of Procedures — '— — -------
Group Icl Group Iiv Group IIIc 
(superior) (average) . (inferior)

All Groups

Per Gent 
Using

Per Cent 
Using

Per Cent 
Using

Per Cent 
Using

General Statement 
By the Boy 100 100 100 100
Financial Estimate 
By the Boy 90 100 80 91
Job Plans Made 
By the Boy 90 93 90 91
List of Objectives 
By the Boy 90 72 60 73
Written Parent 
Agreement 50 15 20 27

Average lumber of 
Glass Days Allotted 
For Planning

 ̂' U

6« A 6 4.1 6,1

aIO schools; ^13 schools; cIO schools
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IlnancinK Ovmershln Projects — -. As the' bojfs supervised practice program 
begins to formulate itself into a workable Uniti there appears the ever ■ 

present hurdle of finance to overcome. As the project program increases, 

from year to year,, project financing becomes increasingly important, both . 

to the boy and the instructor. Montana * s instructors Use several 'methods 

to make financing the boys * projects possible, (fable XXl..) 

fhe most used methods are.-:

1. UeVolVing projects.

2. Chapter IUture Farmer loans.

3» Loans from Civic Organizations.

4» Parents advancing the money.

5» fhe boy's own savings;
The. survey indicates that the parents provided the main source of 

finance; second was the boy's savings. The other methods, although used less 
extensively, are considered extremely important by those insturetors who do 

use them*

In Croup I, all. sources of financing were used. The number of boys 

financed averaged 21.8 per department* In Group II all sources except Future 

Farmer loans were used* The average number of boys financed was 16» Croup 

III did not use Future Farmer or Civic Organization loans as means for financ

ing the projects* They had an average of 1.2,8 project loans*

. This would indicate that the instructors i:n Croup-1 and $X gave more
; .

consideration to the financing of their boys8 supervised farming program. They 

have assisted them to obtain financial aid when such aid was necessary*.
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Eevol-ving projects and Future Faraier Chapter loans are loth controlled 

and managed. Iy the local chapter of Future Farmers of America, This ex*- 
plains further the emphasis many of the instructors place on the Future 

Faimsr organization. It has provided substantial means for financing 

projects. Several of the toachors stated that loans of several hundred 

dollars mould he obtained if their chapters wore active and progressive* 

They state that most loans, other than those between boy and parents, are 
obtained through the efforts of the Future Farmer organisation.

TABLE ZXI, FEE OEWT OF VOCATIONAL AGEICULTDBE PROJECTS PIBABGED BY SFFCIFIC HEThODS I# TmRTY-IdEBE VOCATIONAL ACEICULTUEB DSB&ET- 
zmJTS IB DOBTAim BY BFFEOTIimBSS OF SUPBEVISBD FAEMIITG 1940-1941

Methods
Croup I* 
^superior)

Group ZẐ  
(average)

Group Ilfbr 
(inferior)

All
Groups

of
Financing Projects

Per' cent of 
Projects

Per cent of 
Projects

For cent of 
Projects

• Per cent of 
Projects

Parents Advancing Money 50 45 45 47 '

Boy’s Own Financing' 17 14 41 23

F, F 0 A= Revolving 
Projects 9 4 9

F 0 F, A0 Chapter Loans
to Boys 8 0 0 2

Loans frcm. Civic
Organisations 4 0 2

Other Heuns of.
Financing 5 7 4 5

ITo Provision Made in
Plan for Financing S 18 6 18

aIO schools? ^lS schools? cIO schools.



' GooBarative Panning Aotivltlas ^  %be queatlanaalfe divided, eoopeca*

tiv© activities into three phases^ Ztsmelya m'rMting^ buying, and pro

duction.

The data revealed that there isere 45 oooperatives Tbeiasg carried on 

by  the tbirtywthree instructors. Atbree group division shoes Group I 

haB 65 per cent of all the cooperatives^ Group Il has BS per cent of the 

cooperatives, and Group III has only 14 per cent of the total cooperatives.

(Table ITCH)-®. Of the three types listed,, buying cooperatives are the 

most popular., The production type ranks second and the marketing type 

last.

The- kinds of cooperatives carried on by the three groups show -vari* 

Btion0 (Table 3C£1I1)0 Group I has a  variety such, as fruits,, vegetables, 

grain, poultry, steak, feeds,, and seeds, In Group 11» the cooperatives 

included stock, poultry, vegetables^; and seeds. Group III has just co

operatives including poultry and Iiogs0

•Most of the reports indicated that all the cooperative activities 

are a part of the 'Future Farmer organisation and are administered by ■ 

them. Those instructors having an active Future Farmer chapter have 

developed more extensive cooperatives. The primary reason for develop

ment was to help the boys who were chapter members.
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TABLE XXII0 PER CENT OF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES H  MEKETBiG5 BUHlG5 

AID PRODUCTION USED H  TWENTY-EIGHT VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPART- 
IfflSTS BI MOHTASA BY EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPERVISED FABMtSff 1940-1941

. _____________  ! X  ________________________ . . .

BfPectiveness of, \ Per Cent of Cooperative Aetivities Per Department
Snpervised Farming ; Marketing Buying Production Total

: I
Group Ia (superior)

■ I
65 »0 ' 58.5 ' 4S.0 55.0

T\ i \Group IId' (average I \ 25.0 34.8 36.0 35.0

Group IIIc (Inferior) ' 

All Groups i

12.0 8.7 21.0 14.0

IOOdO IOOd-O 100.0 100.0

aIO schools5 IS Schools^. cIO schoolso

TABLE XXII1» KINDS OF COMMODITIES USED BI COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES IN TBB 
THIRTY-THREE VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE DEPARTMEBTS IH MOHTAHA BY TYPE 
OF COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES AHD EFFECTIVENESS OF SUPERVISED FARMIG

1940-1941

Typos Effectiveness of Supervised Farming

of
Group 1« 
(superior)

Group IIu 
(average)

Group IlIu 
(inferior)

Cooperative Activities
Kinds of 
Commodities

Zihds of 
Commodities

Kinds, of 
Commodities

Marketing Apples 
Onions 

. Fryers 
Brooders 
Chicks

Hogs
Potatoes

Poultry

Buying Chicks Hogs Hogs
Potatoes
Cod liver oil
Boxes
Sprays
Turkeys
Hogs
Feed.
Seed

Potatoes
Turkeys
Seed
Chicks
Poultry

Chicks

Production Onions
Chicks
Vftieat
Poultry
Potatoes
Hogs

Hogs 
,Turkeys 
Potatoes 
Vegetables

Hogs

aIO schoolsj ^lS schools| yIO schoolS0
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Aooouiatiag —  Practice .record keeping has been ttsed f or many years, 

as a m a n s  of instructing the boys in simple farm accounting* In earlier 

years, practice was gained by using fictitious diaries of production en

terprises* Ihe newer recommended practice is to solve actual accounting 

problems encountered by the boys in their projects® To discover which 

devices, instructors use, one section of the questionnaire included ac

counting practices*

The data show (Table XXIY) that there was a gradual upward trend 

among the three groups of instructors in the use of the older method of 

teaching Para accounting®. The percentage of instructors using practice 

records for accounting is as follows* Sroup I, 50 per eeat| Group IIy 

77 per cent I Group III, BO per cent® There was slight difference in the 

use of prepared fictitious diaries®. In Group I, there were 4 instructors, 

using the device, in Group II, there were 7S, and in Group III4 6 instruc

tors used prepared diaries® In regard to the length of time devoted to 

practice accounting,. Group I used an average of S4I hours. Group Il used 

an average of 5*7 hours, and Group III used S®5 hours. The survey indi

cates that the superior teachers are not using practice accounting to the 

entent that the teachers in Group II and III use It,

The instructors who do not use practice accounting have altered their 

accounting instruction so that it will apply in actual problems* The trend 

is to discard the prepared diary fora of instruct!on, Further evidence 

indicates the change talcing place in the type of project account books nor 

being used® Kearly all instructors are using, or starting to use, the 

Montana record book® This book is so constructed that several enterprises 

can be kept in the one book. In the older type of record book, one- was 

necessary for each project the boy carried® Three instructors who were
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questioned in /regard to the Montana record hook reported that they prefer 

to use the aec! anting practice problems at the time the problems arise in 

the boys1 prqj^cts, The diary method is being discarded by the more pro-.
I Igreserve group! ■-

I I  '
AGfirdULTOM DBPAMrISBBTS 

BI IgffiTiUSK ifeY TXPBS Ot ACGOUBTIBG AM) BI EFFECTIIBIiESS OF SUPERVISED
FAMIIIG- 1940-16.41

Effectiveness Types of Practice Accounting
of

Supervised Farming.
Practice Record Keeping 

per cent Using
Prepared Diaries 
Per cent Using

Group Ia (superior) ' SOoO 40,0

Group Il\ (average) . 77*0 ■ M tlQ-

Group IIl0 {inferior) 80.0 60.0 '

All Groups 69.7 61.5

aIO schoolsI ^lS schoolsj eIO schools,

Supervision. of the Supervised Practice Program —  The purposes of

instructors8 .supervisory visits ares (Table XXV*)

I, To assist Tfith farmer1 problems*.

S6' To check records*

Sa To improve the good till of the parents,
4„: To check project methods,

Bj- To -assist Tfith supervised farming- problems*
S0: To encourage boys and increase interest.

One hundred per cent of the instructors in Group I considered ob

jectives I3. Zsl 4 0; and S to- be their main purposes in supervising, - In



SitMiTvlon4, 70 per sent of the same group of teachers -Gkeaked o'bjectiTQS'

S and 5» In Group Xlj, there were S3 per cent of the instructors who 

ckeelcod objeetives 5 sad Bp In. the same .group, 45 per cent checked number 

4» and 38 per sent checked objectives I* 2, and S. Group ZII checked very 

similarly to Group IIa Fifty per cent of those men cheeked objectives 2 

and 4, while forty per cent checked I3. S 4 5P and 6» /

Xhe study reveals that the instructors in Group I have four purposes 

in mind when they make their supervisory visits* Groups II and H I  seem 

to liave lost sight of the objectives of supervision. The evidence sup* 

ports the opinion authorities have that many supervisory visits are made 

which have no bearing on the boytS farming program*

TABLE XKF6 FEH OEBI OF IB IE ITa-ImBE IBSIHuClOES IE  VOCATIONAL AGPJCiiLIOEE
SIAIIBG SPECIFIC PURPOSES OP SUPERVISORY VISITS.BY GPFBCTIVEmgS QF 

SUPERVISED FARHim4 MOWIAUA4 1940*1941

of

Supervisory Visits

Group
(superior). . 
Per cent of 
Instructors

Group 11#' 
(average) 

Per cent of 
Instructors

O r o u p W d
(inferior). 

Per cont of 
Instructors

" i m —
Groups 

Per cent of 
Instructors

Assist Trith farmer 
,problems 100 38 40 58

Chock records loo 38 50 60
Improve good will 

of parents 70 53 40 60
Check project methods loo 45 50 63

Assist with supervised 
farming problems 70 58 40 50

Encourage boys and 
increase interest

rr— — — u.. —  ---
100 '53 40 VO

IG schools; IS schools* 10 schools*
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There -were fourteen of the tMrty-three instructors included in this 

study who did hot check the boys? accounts,, (Table SXVT0)

In Group I9 ZO per cent of the instructors stated that they did not 

check the hooks. In Group II9 38 per cent did not, and in Group III9 70 

per cent of the teachers did not check the account hooks. There is a 

variation of SO; per cent between Group I and Group IIT0-

The survey ̂ indicates that all three groups offered suggestions to the 

hoy for the improvement of his project. The instructors in all three groups 

gave their instructions in hath written and verbal Toras0 (Table SXYII,) 

When the instructors were asked whether mileage allowed was sufficient 

for supervisory purposes, twenty-six of the thirty-three indicated that 

their mileage was sufficient, ' (Table ZXVlll,) Twenty per cent of the in

structors in Group I said mileage was insufficient. Thirty per cent of 

Group II and ten per cent of Grottp III reported insufficient mileage funds* 

Although mileage for supervision is necessary and essential, the 

shortage does not appear to have affected materially the faming program*

TABLB X K H ,  PEB GBHT OF THIBTf-TEEBg VOCATIONAL AGBJCULflTBE 1HSTEUCT0BS 
CEECiCIllG THE STUBEiITS} ACCOWT BOOKS AT TIMB OF SUPERVISORY VISITS
BY EBEQBEBCY OF CEECKIHOS ABD BY EFBECTIVEHESS OF SEPREVISED FARMING,

BDNTABA* 19A0-19A1

Frequency 

of Chocking 

Account Books

_ BffectIveiiess p£ Bupef vised IiUfEing
Group
(superior) 
Per cent of 
Instructors

Group 11“ 
(average) 

Per cent of • 
Instructors

Group III*
(inferior) 

Per cent of 
Instructors

All
Groups 

Per cent of 
Instructors

Each Visit 40 -54 ' 10 56

Part of the Time 40 8 20 21

Sever
 ̂."

20
 ̂ n C-, ̂

58 70 45
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IABLB 33311, PBB CEBI OP TBlRTY-ISKBB YOCAHOBai AGRIOBLTBBB IBBIROCTOBa 
LE&VIGG SPECIFIC IWBTROCTIOuS IRITS TBE STBDEBlS BOK IUFROVIBG ?BEIK 
SBPEK9ISBD PAK-! PROGfiAII BI BFPEClim7BSS OF SBPERVISBD FAREIBG

KOlflABA^ 1940-3941

Types

of

Instructions

_ Effeetiysness, of Supervised Paninnp;
Group I 
(superior) 
Per cent of 
Instructors

Group 11“ 
(average) 

Per cent of
Instructors

Group H I v 
(inferior) 

Per cent of 
Instructors

All 
Groups 

Por cent of 
Instructors

Written BO s- ao 16

Verbal SO BS 50 SS

Both Written and Verbal
left m t h  the Boy 50 % 60 SI

aIQ - schoolGs ^IS school 55 0IO schools*

TABLE 3XVIII. PER GEBT OP TElBTY-TaRBB VOGATIOBAL AGRIODLTnKE IBSlRBGlOES
EAVHIG SBFPlCIEiIl HELEAGB ALLQWAECE FOR SBPElHSIiiG IBB SlBDEiIlS* 
SUPERVISED FAKJIiJG PROGrihiI3 BY BFREClIVEBBSS OP SUPERVISED PilPlIIEG3

HDBTARA* 1940-1941

Btlih'IcTencjr ’̂ fT e o rn T C a e s g T o I^ ilp ir^  ------- -— ’
Sroup la"™~" Group^lf^™' Group' III^ TAll 

of (superior) (average) (inferior) Groups
Per cent of Per -cert of Per cent of Per cent of 

Mileage Allowance Instructors Instructors Instructors Instructors
Sufficient 80 TO 90 79

Insufficient BO SO 10 21

aIO schools;" 3  schools| ^lo'schoolsY



Summary

This Sttmmary compares the superior and the poorer groups of departments„ 

i)ue to the small number of oases included in this study, the contrast "between 

.the superior and the poorer groups is more revealing when mention of the aver-* 

age group is omitted. The instructors of the average group resemble the. 

superior group in some features and the poorer group in other Instances, 

Conclusions will be based on similarities, variations, and deficiencies of 

the upper and lower groups^ The variations in the instructor’s procedures 

and in results obtained are proof that Group I is superior to Group Hl= It 

will be noticed that the evidence formulated supports the ratings as they 

were made by the state’s vocational agriculture authorities..

Similarities Among Instructors and Departments '

1.0 There is Considerable variation in the number of years of teaching 

experience of the vocational agriculture, instructors, with no important 

difference between superior and inferior groups^
,

2» Both groups have from 14 to 18 per cent town boys enrolled in Agri

culture ls: showing that there is no advantage to the superior group in the 

facilities of beginning students for carrying on supervised practice*

Approved Teacher Procedures Employed by Both-Superior and Inferior Gpdups

I. Both groups use much the same means of obtaining names, of prospect . 

tive students=

2= Both usd letters, personal visits,- and Future Farmer gatherings for 

contacting the prospective students=

S= Both groups use farm surveys in planning supervised, farming programs.-,

' 4= ■Both groups, using similar devices, initiate the supervised farming.
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programs early in the school year.

S0. Host Hontaaa instructors use the Montana Record Book.,

©6 Both groups of instructors give instructions and suggestions to 

the hoy during the supervisory visit.

Varlatione,Among Instructors and Departments

I. She superior instructors Consider supervised farm practice to be 

the most important phase of their programs.

2» The suplrior instructors consider the welfare of the hoy and hie 

establishment in farming as the major objective.

5. The poorer group have divided purposes*, considering the welfare 

of the community to be as important as the welfare of the boy.

do The superior departments have larger enrollments»

5. More school credit for supervised farm practice is given by the 

schools in the superior group*

6. All superior instructors have had farming experience whereas 50 

per cent of the poorer group reported they had had no farming experience*

7. The majority of the superior instructors have some investments 

in farming while only 50 per cent of the poorer instructors reported 

financial investments in farming.

S0 The poorer instructors have earned the most graduate credits in 

technical and professional courses.

So The superior group averages 0211.00 higher annual salary than 

the poorer group.

10. Students in the superior departments have a larger investment 

in faming.

!I. Students of the superior departments have supervised farming 

programs of larger scope.
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120 Students in the superior. departments carry more improvement projects* 

IS* Students in the superior group conduct more supplementary practices* 

Practices and procedures Employed by Superior Instructors 

I* Superior instructors obtain a majority of names of prospective stu= 

dents from, county superintendents6 files6

Sjl The superior instructors contact more boys on the' home farm before 

school opens or very shortly after*

S.« Hore supervisory visits to the boy's home farm are made by the 

superior group of teachers*

4o The superior group uses farm surveys much more extensively than 

does the poorer group*

5* Superior instructors all have minimum standards for project scope* 

Sixty per cent of the poorer group use no standards*

So The teachers in the superior group succeed in getting more of the 

supervised farming projects chosen as a result of conferences with them*= 

solveQfl the boy, and his parentsD.

7,o The instructors in the superior group devote three times as many 

class periods to launching the supervised farming program as do the in

structors of the poorer group®

8«. The superior group uses more devices for initiating the supervised 

farming program with the Agriculture I boys,

9o Superior instructors spend twice as much time helping the boy plan 

his supervised farming program as do the poorer instructors®
10® Long-time plans are made by 34 per cent of the boys in the superior 

departments whereas only 32 per cent of students of the poorer group of
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instructors plan supervised fanning programs on a long-time M e i s 0

Superior teachers use many devices to aid in financing the stu

dent *s supervised project„

13» Crroup I has four times as many cooperative farming enterprises 

as the poorer group?

ISa Most instructors in the superior group have discontinued the use 

of prepared diaries for practice project accounting,

14? The superior instructors have several objectives in mind when 

they make their supervisory visits,

IS9 Record books are checked by the majority of the superior instruc

tors during the time of visitation,

Deficienoies--There are some good practices employed which are not 
being used extensively by either group?

Ifl Reither group is selecting its students carefully enough?

2? Both groups show a deficiency in the number of projects completed,

S9 Reither group makes contact with enough of their prospective stu

dents before school starts?

4? Both groups fail to establish cooperative relationships among, 

parent? boy and instructor in planning the supervised farming project*

Sp Long-time planning Is inadequate in both groups*

Se hot enough attention is given to the boy*a financial problems in 

connection with his supervised farming project*

7? The instructors in both groups are lax in the cheeking of the 

boy’s record books during supervisory visits*
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SUPERtiSBD F m n m  m m m  m  mimMA

Improwaent of super-vised practice programs in vocational agricul

ture is a promising means of training "better farmers0. "While the program 

in Montana is probably not inferior to that of other states,, some 

specific recommendations seem to be warranted in the IigIrt of weaknesses 

revealed in tliis study®

launching the Supervised Practice program 

It appeared in this study that the superior results were in part 

obtained by the instructors1 efforts to get new students launched on a 

well-planned^ comprehensive program from, the very outset of the voca

tional agriculture course® Even the superior instructors may increase 

their effectiveness by giving more attention to such practices as are 

shown in the summary of Part IV0

Recruiting of students before school opens should result in a 

superior selection of farm boys who need and want vocational training 

in agriculture* Any of the devices reported in this study may be Useds 

depending on local conditions^, but a more careful survey of all possible 

enrollees can furnish better leads to prospects in many departments.

The county superintendent of schools is most certain to have a complete 

list of prospects»

"While the superior instructors have not generally visited home 
farms of all prospective students before school Openeda it is likely 
that this "should be done in all caseso Most instructors have more time
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to do thio in the summer months than after school' Opens0 This is a good

t-imo to take the initial step toward good parent^hoy^instruotor relation

ships,.

The farming practise to be developed by the boy will depend upon the 

teacher for direct guidance, in order to help the student succeed in M s
projects, a competent instructor wills■

Io Become personally interested in each individual boy.

■2, Develop an interest in the boy toward supervised farming,

o. Learn just what phase of farming the boy is most interested in 
learning more about*

4, Know what facilities the boy has for carrying a project,

5, Contact the parents and boy and discuss the supervised farming
project, and cone to some definite oonolusions regarding the

6, Plan the project with the parents and the boy* Use general
stacements, followed by detailed job plans, and set up the 
objectives that will make for a definite goal.

7* Set up a financial estimato of all expenses involved.
8, Carry the final job planning over a period of time.

During the first class meeting, the better instructor will begin to 

geu himself established in the boys*' hearts and minds and give them the 

impression that he cared about them and their future in agriculture, Ho 

will show respect for their opinions and talk their language both at 

VfOik and at play. He will make their problems M s  own and guide them 

toward wise solutions„ If he has the confidence and good will of his 

boys, they will not fail him in M s  purposes.

Sufficient time must be taken to orient the boys in vocational agri

culture, They should observe the farming situations in the locality and
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discuss "fciao successful and, "ciie tmsuccsssful procedures iiiai prevail^
After this^ they should Balqo an analysis- of the farming results on 

their.home fsitus, IfMs M i l  leqd. to M a e  decisions as to v/hat proj

ects they* as IndiMduals? xrould like to develop*

As a usual thing, hoys generally select a productive project that 

conforms, to the type of farming on the hone farm* A conference M t h  

the hoy and parents M i l  determine the kind of project, its scope and 

the finances necessary for its operation. When a project is selected 

M d  eh is a  part of the home farm program, the Instructor must see- that 

the boy realises M s  responsibilities, Eis account book should be 

evidence of M s  accomplishments in M s  supervised practice program*

Quito often there are cases of boys* hearts being set on carrying 

a project for which the home farm has inadequate facilities* Cooperative 

planning and financing by the parents, the Future Earner chapter,, the boy 

and the teacher can often make the desired project possible. To have. M s  

first desires made possible docs much to instill enthusiasm and seal ,in 

the boy and to bolster the parents* determination to help him to succeed,.- 

Once a boy has become financially involved in a single farming enter

prise, it is comparatively e'asy to lead him toward a, full-time farming 

program,. In order to make his project more successful* he will quite 

naturally conclude that there must be improvements made in it, and sup

plementary enterprises. The instructor should help him to survey the 

situations involved in the home farm program and to formulate plans for 

their improvement,. The goals set m i l  eventually lead to an over-all long

time plan and to the improvement of the whole farm.
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EvaXtiaiiiag the Supervised Practice Program 

The problem of finding a fair method for evaluating vocational agri

culture programs is paramount among all vocational educators* The instruc

tors in the departments throughout the State are inquiring of themselves2 

1tHow much am I actually achieving? How does my department compare with 

other departments? Bhere is my program weak?" The supervisors and the 

teacher trainers ask, 1Hhiat standards can be used to determine how effec

tive end adequate are the programs under way?"

The variations in the types of farming in different areas* in the 

facilities with which to f arm and to teach farming* and in the financial 

status of both the schools and communities make it difficult to compare 

one department with another. The abate supervisor and the instructor in 

the department should set up objectives and aims for the patronage area 

which the department is to servo* The same type of objectives may apply 

in all department Sg but the goals should vary with the department g making 

allwanee for the conditions that prevail in the district*

After the objectives Iiave been set up* the instructor should check 

at the end of each year to see exactly what progress has been made. This 

will reveal the weaknesses in the program* and enable him to lay plans for 

correcting them* Year after year* as the department grows more efficient* 

the objectives may be set for greater achievements0

In order to arrive at an evaluation of the supervised fanning program 

tlie following criteria are suggestedz
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Goals . Results
1® Humber o€ productive: projects per boy-. . 

2» Humber of improvement projects per boy*

5» Humber of .supplemezrbsry projects per boy.

4* Humber of ownership projects of standard scope* 

by Parentj, boyA and instructor agreement*

6« Humber of owned, projects*

7* Humber of partnership projects.

8*- Humber of long-time farming programs*.

9* Growth, of investments in farming*

10* Financial returns of students*

11*. Per cent of projects analysed for efficiency.

12. Humber placed for farm experience*

13. Humber established in farming for self*

Graphs and charts that indicate, the progress made- from year to year

would stimulate incentive for growth* The evaluation may lose its! purpose 

if the instructor makes no use of the information in subsequent years.

Among criteria for evaluation* the instructor may well take the 

following inventory of himself as to supervised practices 

I* Hovr many boys and parents did I contact?

2. Tvhat have I done to make them want to farm?
3* lfhat factors .have I used to stimulate a  desire to progress?

4. Miat have I done to provide financial assistance?

5* Have I led each student to select M s  best program?

6* Have I kept close contact and personally encouraged him?
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A  miaiamm of tsro years of farm ercporieaco after ago 14 has Ioag been 

required to qualify mvr teachers of vocational agriculture in Smith-Sughes 

schoolso In tins study, it m s  evident that some instructors did not fully 

moot this standard* One of the basic principles of vocational education is 

that the instructor should be occupationally competent. In the case of 

farming, this means not only farm experience,, but preferably the teacher 

should be farm roared* Els possession of essential farm skills should be 

carefully investigated before he is qualified, and training given in those 
he Iaelcs6

Better selection of prospective teachers may Cl so come about by greater 

attention to personality traits v M c h  M i l  make for leadership* The trainee 

should be carefully observed or tested for interest, self-confidence, init

iative B dependability, diligence, poise, and other temperament traits* 

Iocessary physical qualifications such as health, fitness, voice and 

posture should be examined* By careful selection, a good many m t h  poor 

personalities might be directed toward other fields There their tempera

ment would not be so much of a handicap*

Improvement may bo expected in supervised practice by better training 

in the procedures of supervising* The pre-service training has improved 

considerably in recent years, out may be made still more effective. Al

though most new teachers have had fairly adequate classroom training in 

selecting, planning, budgeting, and supervising farm practice, they do not 

generally get enough participating experience in making home farm visits 

to parents and boys during the practice teaching period.
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It is natural to expect some men to be more successful than others 

but those who are not so successful may be helped on the Job and through 

intensive summer courses, The less successful teachers have indicated 

that they wish to improve  ̂for they have more graduate credits than the 

superior teachers, They should be encouraged to take further training 

in Courses specially designed to remedy their shortcomings.

Since they have already the technical training required" to qualify 

scholasticallyg it would seem that the next best way to help them would 

be in a supervisory way. Adverse criticism does not prove a very effec

tive stimulus unless it is accompanied with suggested plans for 

improvementb Some of the Instructors who have applied self evaluation 

to their programs have definitely stated that they would appreciate 

constructive criticism,

Vdion funds make it possible to have an adequate state supervisory 

staff,, the writer suggests that supervisors should spend more time with 

instructors whose programs are weak, Ihe supervisory staff should be 

adequate enough so that at least one day a year could be spent I n  every 

department. An innoeulatior of genuine encouragement would help tre

mendously, If we want boys in the class to do a better piece of. work 

for US^ we demonstrate such faith and interest in them end their proj

ects ‘that perseverance becomes their byword, The same ethics could wall 

be applied to instructors by the supervisors of vocational agriculture^

Future Besearclt

• There is reason to be proud of the vocational agriculture program 

in Montana,. The progress made in the last decade is well illustrated in 

the increasing number of schools requesting that .a vocational agriculture
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department be established in their ecEnnnnityv The number of departments 

has doubled in the last ten years. There are sixty-four established pro

grams in operation within the State,,

The supervisors, teacher trainer, and instructors of vocational agri

culture are striving to build up the program. They realise that there is 

room for improvement in every phase of vocational agriculture. This study* 

as well as others that have been made*, is but a part of the effort to 

determine what is being accomplished* Perhaps not much has been advanced 

for the improvement of vocational agriculture*, but a start has been made.

The data that are available from the sixty-four departments in Montana 

by w y  of reports, programs*, and statistics sent to the State Department 

of Vocational Agriculture offer an opportunity that should not be over

looked, There aro unlimited possibilities in the reports and stuamries 

wow lying dormant in every departmentThe writer believes that a sys

tematic study of these could do much to correct the many faults and da-, 

ficioncies now existing, Tliis would not be U cure for all ailments- in 

vocational agriculture* but it would suggest many constructive procedures= .

One way that a program, of research could be instituted is to delegate 

the responsibility of collecting data to some one individual= With the 

assistance and support of the authorities and instructors in the field* a 

systematic research program could be undertaken, Bien and if funds r.w>A 

it possible to establish a research division*, much value may be realised*
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DEPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 

Bozeman, Montana
Boys in Agriculture I in 1940 to September I, 1941

I. Practices and procedures of instructor in obtaining home farm relation
ships,

I0 ways of obtaining names of new, prospective students.

Check those used Numbers Obtained
a. Solicited through FFA members ________ ___________
b. Field day, invite 8th graders ________ __________
C o  County Superintendent files _______  __________
do Country schools visited ________ ___________
e, ________ ___________
f. Others ________ ___________
g o  None ________ ___________

2, How were the boys contacted by the instructor?

Number of boys,, contacted
a. Letter _________
b. Personal visit _________
Co Met boy at FFA program _________
d, Not contacted before school opened _________
e. Other ways

(1)
(2) T m

3« When was the first visit made to the new students?
Visited mother

No, boys Visited boy only and/or father only
a. Before ______ __________________ ______________________
b. First Week _______________________ ____________________
c. Second week ______ __________ __________
d. Third Week ______ __________ __________
e. Fourth Week _____ __________ __________
f. Late fall ______  __________ ______________________
g. Winter ______ __________ __________
h. Spring ______ __________ _________
i. Next summer ______ __________ __________
j. None _______________________ _____________________
k.

4. Total number of visits to 1940 agriculture studbnts up to
September 1941(Ag I)____________

II. Teaching procedures used in launching Supervised Farming Programs, (All 
questions relate to the school year 1940-41)

1. Vhen were supervised farming programs first discussed with the Ag I 
class of 1940 in school? 1st mo. 2nd mo. 3rd mo. winter spring

2. What methods were used in introducing the supervised farming program?
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a. FvF,A, meetings devoted to supervise farming,,
Was this done? ____________ , How many times?______________,
How much tz.me given? , Underline as to value: super
ior average poor

b. Mere F„FVA, officers invited to talk before the class?
Mas this done?_____________. How many times? ________ . How much
time was given? ______________. Underline as to value: supervisor
average poor

c. Instructor's explanation.
Mas ttiis done"_________, How many times? _________ . How much
time was given? _________, Underline as to value: superior
average good

d. Were freshmen given old record books to look over?_____________
How much class time given?__________________Month? ___________

e. Did the freshmen have any discussion and study with efficiency 
factors from your own or from state data?
Was this done?___________, How many t i m e s ? _________ . How
much time was given?_________. Ixontfa?________________,
Rate as to value-. superior average good

f. Project tours for freshmen.
Mas this done?___________. How many times?_______________.
How much time was given?_____________. Mhen Held? ____________.
Rate as to value: superior average good

g. Any other means used in introducing the supervised farming program,

(1)(2)
(3)

3. Total number of class days use’.d for introducing the supervised farm
ing program. __________________________,

4« Practice record keeping to freshmen.
a. Do you use it? Yes____N o ________
b. When given (date) ________________________
C0 How much time allowed __________________________
d. Do you have the boys' practice record work from a prepared diary?
e, Other methods;

I
5. Project planning with freshmen

a. Do you have eacn. boy make a general statement (written)?
b. Are preliminary financial estimates made? ______________
c. Are written job plans made in detail? __________________
d. Are objectives (standards and goals) set up in plan? ___
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f.

l/as there a written agreement with parents?
(1) How was this done? _________________
(2) How many boys did this? _______
(3) Value of written agreement? superior 
Amount of time allowed for above planning?

average poor

6. Selection of Projects

a. Farm surveys taken on each boy's home farm.
How many places? ________________. Amount of time allowed? ___

b. Final selection of project.
(1) Were parents, boy and instructor together? _____ How many?
(2) ^oy decided alone?______________. How many boys?
(3) Parents and boy decided?____________. How many? ~

7. V/hen were long-time farming plans decided upon? (Check one)
Autumn ________ Winter __________ Spring _________
How many Agr I freshmen made long-time plans? _____________
Rate as to value: superior average good

8. What arrangements are made for financing projects?
a. Revolving FFA projects: Yes________No _____________

(l) What kinds:    _How man̂ .:
______________________How many: _____________
___________________  How many: ____________

b. FFA loans to members:: Yes:_____  NO:____________
(l) How many________________Average per boy_______________ _

c. Civic organizations to members: Yes________No ___________
(1) How much:______________How Aany boys
(2) Terms ____________

d. Coys own financing:

e. Parents advancing money io boy:
(I) How many: __ ___________

f. No provision made for financing: ___________
g. Other Aeans

(1)(2)
9. Are awards offered to boys for project work??____________________

a. List type of award. b, On what terms are awards based:



Ill, Genera}. Questions

I. How many Agr I students did you have in 1940?
> """

2« How many are farm boys? ____________, How many town boys? _________
3. Are the Agr I students alone in one class? ________ Length of period
4. How many boys in all-day classes? (total number) ___________________

Agr I All
5» What is the average investment in farming per boy? _________________
6, Do you use the Montana minimum standards for project size:

With all boys _______________

If Partially, give per cent __________
Do not use this __________
Any other standard ________________________________________________

7. V1Jhat credit (school) given for vocational agriculture classes? _____
What additional credit is given for project work? __________________

8, Rate the following (your own opinion on the basis of 100 for the 
most important with the others corresponding)
a. F.F.A. ______________
b, Shop _____________
c, Supervised farming ______________
d. Classwork ______________

9. Is mileage sufficient? Yes _______ No _______
10« Do you use the Montana record book? Yes__________No __________

11. Do boys keep diaries during the summer? Yes ________ No _______
12. Do you check book each visit? Yes _______ No ________

13« Do you leave written or verbal instructions? Written Verbal
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Rate the following objectives for your own supervised farming program.

Scoring1. To establish boys in farming,
2. To improve farming methods used on the individuals

home farm and community.
3. To help the teacher get experience in farming.
4. To satisfy state and national requirements.
5. To test classroom teaching.
6. To try out experiments in production methods

to determine correct procedure.
7. To help the farm boy find the type of farming

in which he has the greatest ability.
8. To develop cooperative activities.
9. To use as a teaching situation.
10. To develop the ability to market farm products.
11. To help increase the boys interest in class work.
12. To contribute to the efficiency of the farm

business as a whole,
13. To develop managerial abilities to balance manip

ulative abilities normally learned on the farm.
14. To contribute to improved living conditions on

the home farm.
15. To develop methods of economical production.
16. To provide a means of earning for the farm boy.
17. To develop an interest in farming a.a an occupation.

Place each one of the above in scoring column at right according 
to the following:

Most important or major score column 5Less important score column kAverage value score column 3Slight consideration or value score column 2
Not considered or used score column I

Cooperative activities of boys

Three groups of marketing,buying, and production. If the one organization 
does all three, check each one, naming the type of cooperative as hog 
marketing and hog buying?

Cooperative marketing 
Kinds

Cooperative buying 
Kinds

Cooperative production (seed, etc.) 
Kinds
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Practices employed by instructors to develop interest in Supervised Farming 
(check those used with 1940 Agr I boys)
1. Project tours
2. Showing at Fairs '
3. Promotion in F.F.A, '
4. Publish accounts of projects in papers.
5. Give extra credit.
6. Project tours for parents.
7. Radio programs.
8. display pictures of projects to public.
9. display charts of record progress in suoervised farming "
10. Others ~

(a) -----------
(b) -----------

Purposes of supervisory visits

1. Improve the prestige of the Vo-Ag dep’t. in the community.
2, Take pictures
3« Gheck students other activities.
4. assist with farmer problems.
5. Check records.
6. Make new plans.
7. Improve the good will of parents.
8. Check project methods.
9. assist with supervised farming problems.
10. Encourage boys and increase interest.
11. Exhibits for fairs.

Vocational Agriculture Instructor’s farming status 
I. Farming experience

a* Place of birth ______Farm, village, city, (underline)
b. Were you a student of vo-ag in High School? Yes No
c. Were you a member of the F.F.A.? Yes No
d. rarm experience prior to college.

Farm manager __________
Farm laborer
Home farm ZIZZZ^ZZ
Owner-operator
Farm tenant

e. Present farming status
Some investment __________
Helping to manage __________
Renting __________
Living on a farm /
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Montana State Board For Vocational Education 
Vocational Agriculture Department 

Bozeman, Montana

final Report on Supervised Farming Program 
All-Day Students

Department Date Completed: Instructor

mSTBUCSlOHB

This report is.to be filled.out in-duplicate, one copy to be forwarded 
to the State Department and the other kept in the local department 
files, The report must be mailed not later than January 15 for the 
preceding year's work.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
.Productive enterprise project! A business venture for 
profit# ■ usually limited to a production cycle in a 
farm enterprise.

Improvement project? A project intended to increase, 
appreciably the real estate value' of the farm, or 
improve the efficiency of the farm business.. It is 
usually of greater scope, than a "job" or an "improved 
practice." Bxanples; draining a field, renovating 
an orchard,' keeping a set of farm accounts.

Supplementary farm practice* Practice which has as 
its purpose development of ability in certain jobs 
or -practices carefully selected by the teacher in 
conference with the student. These jobs or practices 
are more restricted in scope than improvement projects. 
Examples? culling the poultry flock, treating oats' 
for smut, dipping sheep,

Placement for farm experience? .Placement of a student 
on a farm— -usually a town boy— who is lacking in farm 
experience or transfer to a suitable farm of a student 
who has too limited facilities bn his home farm. The - 
placement of such students on farms, and the follow
up of their programs is a responsibility of the teacher 
of agriculture..

j
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SUMMARIZED FINAL RKPOKT ON EACHPRODUCTION ENTER

Scope
Course (Total Yield(bu.
Agr.l. Kind of en- Unit (Acres,No. of tons,lbs. Total

Age 2,3,4 • terprise head, etc.) units) etc.) Credits
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

150 lbs.
(Sample) ________ wool 20_______
John Doe 15 2 ewe & lamb head 15 lambs_______ClOO

1. _____________________________________________________________________2. ...................................................................................  ..........
& __________________________________________________________ ■

4» . ... .
JL______________________________________________________________________
6.______________________________________________________________________ _
7.________________________________________________________

-LX .
12.
13.
14.
15.10.
17.18.
19.
20. 
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
3ZT
TJT
34.
35. 
3&T
37.
38.
H I
40.
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STUDSNTtS FARfiING PROGRAM__________________  CTHER
PRISE i KOJECTS _________________ ______  SUPERVISED IiRAGTICE

Student’s ro.lect Inc.
— ------1------- !Supple- Placementary ment 

Improve- farm for
ment pract- farm ox- 

projects ices perience 
(a) (b) (c)
(15) (16) (17)

Total
Charges

- 4 ? i .
Net
Profit(10)

!Allowed 
for 
self
labor
1 U )

Total 
labor 
income. 
(12)

Hours Stu-
Student dent's 
spent on actual 
projec!income. 
(13) (14)

S6(5 ¥40 Sio S 50 150 A 50 __ L_____ S____________
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SUMMARIZED FBiAL rJSPORT OH PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE PROJECIS STODEfJT'S PROJECT INCOME!  ̂ — — — — — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — -------— — — — —
Productive No. Stand-; Allowed! Total
Enterprise No. comp-: Total Total ard of Total Total Net for sdlfproject
Projects begun leted Scope Yield Effec Receipts Charges Profit labor I income

(6)1(7) iency (8) (9) (10) (11) I (12)
I.
2.
3.
4.
5. ! _______  -______  ______
6.

- L _____________________________________________-___________________I___________________________to

9.
10.
11.
12.

SUMMARIZED FINAL REPORT
I I ----------
ON OTHER SUPERVISE. PRACTICE

!Unit !Scope b. SUPPLEMENTARY FARM PRACTICES I ------------1--------------a. IMPROVEMENT I No. of project (Acres, (Total (List practices of greatest No. of projects
PROJECTS head,iNo. of frequency Begun Comp.

(List Projects) jBegun I Comp. etc.) Units) I.
I. -------------------------;------i 2.
2. -I-------------------------------- 3.3.
4. 4«

5.
5.

6. 6.

7.
8.
9. ..................
10.
H .  . I ____  _
12. ; j

C. PLACEMj'RTS FOR FARM EXP.
. TOm L If^VEJTMhAlJ1 IN  r’

i  •
8.

Begun Com;.>.
t-

l
to
I
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